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News In Brief
Leap Year provides another day
for Kentuckians to earn, spend
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Some workers paychecks may be a little fatter and the government may see a leap in revenue because of a
calendar quirk that gives them another day to spend the extra
money.
Russ Ray, a University of Louisville Business School professor,
believes the day will cause a "ripple effect" through the economy, all
because of Feb. 29, that extra day that comes around every fourth
year.
"In theory, you'd have 1-365th more of a chance to spend," Ray
says.
Paul Coomes, a University of Louisville Business School faculty
member, bellow there the extra day really doesn't amount to much.
"There are just so many dollars to spend, whether in 365 days or 366
days." The extra day might benefit some sections of the economy,
such as the cigarette industry, but they would be gaining at the expense of another sector, perhaps savings, he said.
Kentucky expects its income from cigarette, sales and use taxes to
increase by $1.8 million because of the extra day this fiscal year, said
Scott Akers, spokesman for the Revenue Cabinet.
The U.S. Treasury Department estimates that Uncle Sam will collect an extra $1.5 billion today in all forms of taxes, because
businesses and individuals Will be paying more.
But before governments and business can count on any real benefit
from the additional 24 hours, they must figure in an extra day's
overhead: payroll, utilities, taxes and other expenses.
Lawrence S. Davidson, assistant professor of business and
economics at Indiana University, said, "People who are paid hourly
or weekly presumably would have more to spend" in a year with an
extra day. That money might go for eating lunch out or for buying
gasoline to get to work.
But workers who get paid monthly or twice a month will have to
work an extra day for free.
Food is expected to be a popular and profitable item at the 120
SuperAmerica gasoline and food marts in Kentucky, Ohio and West
Virginia. The subsidiary of Ashland Oil Inc. expects to sell an additional 3,300 chili dogs, 24,000 Super Mom deli sandwiches and 17,000
pounds of bulk candy because of the extra day, company spokesman
Roger Schrum said.
---Banks will have to pay depositors for the extra day's use of their
money, but on the other side of the coin they will collect another day's
interest on money they loan, said Tim Weddington, senior vice president at Central Bank & Trust Co. in Lexington.
Mac Unger, assistant director of finance and budget for the City of
Louisville, said the extra day "probably will hurt us."
Occupational taxes, where the city gets about half its funds, are
likely to increase, but property taxes, which make up most of the rest
of municipal income, won't go up.
And the extra day this year will mean an increase in the cost of services, such as payroll, utilities, wear and tear on police cars and fire
equipment and emergency medical service ambulances, Unger said.
But that might be offset somewhat by an opportunity to collect
more from parking meters, parking fines and tow-in lot fees, he said.
Jewelry, floral and card shops are glad to have the extra day that
was created to keep human time in sync with nature.
"There's a greeting card for about every purpose, including Leap
Year," said a card-shop owner. "And when a person's birthday falls
on Feb. 29, there's an incentive to do something special, since the occasion occurs only every four years."

Elsewhere...
By The k000tiated Press

WASHINGTON — The U.S. economy has shrugged off the worst effects of the October stock market collapse and should be able to
escape a recession this election year, economists for top U.S. corporations predicted today.
PANAMA CITY, Panama — Opposition leaders seeking the
resignation of Gen. Manuel Antonio Noriega called for a general
strike today, but admitted that fear of the government and financial
hardship could limit its success.
JERUSALEM — Secretary of State George P. Shultz returned to
Jerusalem to meet with top Israeli officials after his Middle East
peace plan won the support of Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, a
senior U.S. official said.
WASHINGTON — The federal government is paying about $203
million a year in irrigation subsidies in the West for crops that also
receive price supports or other farm subsidies, according to the first
estimate of the double subsidy ever made by the Bureau of
Reclamation
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Forecast
Tonight, clear. Low around
30. Light north wind.
Tuesday, sunny. High 55 to
60. Light south wind.
Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls
for partly cloudy conditions
with a chance of flurries
Wednesday, partly cloudy
again Thursday and sunny
skies Friday.
LAKE LEV1C114
Kentucky
Barkley

354.4
345.5

Kentucky's
'88 session
approaching
a milestone

35 CENTS

Regents
exploring
expanded
classes

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
House Democrats will go behind
closed doors this week to decide
the probable fate of Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson's proposed budget and,
more than likely, the remaining
course of the 1988 General
Assembly.

By SCOTT WILSON
Staff Writer
"To go beyond" was the call
from Murray State University
President Kala Stroup Saturday
as she ufged the university's
board of regents to make a commitment to expana MSC's
academic programs in the
Paducah area.
The board, meeting at MSL''s
Curris Center, followed Stroup's
suggestion and voted to establish a

1983
Kentucky
General
Assembly

(Cont'd on page 2)
A caucus is scheduled Tuesday
for a head count to determine
whether there are enough votes to
pass an income tax bill introduced
by Rep. Joe Clarke, chairman of
the House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee.
The bill would adopt the federal
tax code for state use, reducing or
eliminating many deductions now
allowed on state returns. It also
would eliminate the deduction for
federal taxes, which would raise
an estimated $68 million per year.
Clarke, D-Danville, said he had
the votes to get the bill out of his
committee and to the full House
but was unsure whether there was
enough support to pass it.
Wilkinson, who presented a
budget calling for no new taxes
and nearly no growth, has vowed
to veto any tax increase bill sent to
('d es page 2)

DUI arrests up
220 percent from
1970 to 1986

Dr. John Thompson, dean of Murray State Universitys's College of
Business and Public Affairs, manned one of the telephones during the
1988 Partners Fund Phonothon. The phonothon, designed to raise money
for educational programs, equipment and faculty development within
the college, continues through Thursday night from the Racer Room at
Staff photo by David Tack
Stewart Stadium.

WASHINGTON ( AP — Arrests
for driving under the influence of
alcohol rose more than 220 percent
from 1970 to 1986, while the
number of licensed drivers increased by just 42 percent in that
period, a government report says
In 1986, some 1.8 million people
were arrested for driving under
the influence, compared to 556,000
In 1970, said a report issued Sunday by the Bureau of Justice
Statistics. In 1983, the peak year.
there were 1.9 million such arrests, one for every 80 drivers.
(Cont'd am page 2)

Gore, Bush lead among Kentucky voters
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP ) — Sen.
Albert Gore of Tennessee and Vice
President George Bush are the
favorites of Kentuckians who plan
to vote in the March 8 presidential
primary, according to a new poll.
Among Democrats surveyed for
the Bluegrass State Poll, published in a copyright story in Sunday's
editions of The Courier-Journal,
Massachusetts Gov. Michael
Dukakis made a strong move into
second place behind Gore.
Sen. Bob Dole of Kansas is a distant second to Bush among
Republicans, according to the poll
conducted by telephone Feb. 22-25.
Since the newspaper conducted

its last poll in late January, other
Democratic and Republican candidates gained little, and former
Colorado Sen. Gary Hart, who was
the Democratic favorite in the
January poll, slipped as his
negative rating increased sharply.
Kentucky is among 20 states
that will hold primaries and
caucuses on what is known as
Super Tuesday. Kentucky's
primaries will determine how
each party's national convention
delegates will vote on the first
ballot.
Gore has the support of 28 percent of Kentucky Democrats, a
10-point gain since last November,

when he was the leader in the
newspaper's first survey of the
field.
Dukakis, who won in New
Hampshire and Minnesota but
does not have an active campaign
in Kentucky, stood at 20 percent in
the latest Bluegrass poll, up from 9
percent in January.
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson had
said he was inclined to endorse
Dukakis before he decided to back
Gore early this month.
About one-third of the 473
Democrats who responded said
they believe Dukakis has the best
chance of winning the presidency.
while only 14 percent said they

think Gore's chances are best.
Only one-third of Gore's supporters felt he had the best chance
of winning in November, while 71
percent of those who favor
Dukakis said he has the best
chance.
Hart dropped from 25 percent in
January to 10 percent this month,
and half of the Democrats said
they have an unfavorable view of
him. Hart left the race temporarily last year after disclosures about
his relationship with a Miami
model.
Forty-three percent of
(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray claims
Governor's Cup
competition
victory here
Murray was the overall winner
in the high school division of the
Governor's Cup Region 1
academic competition held Saturday at Murray State University.
Graves County was second.
Murray's quick recall team of
Debbie Rutledge, Yancy Huie,
Mickey Hill, James Westphal,
Marty Scarbrough, Chip Adams,
Leslie Loberger and Scott Gordon
took the top honor.
Individual awards went to Huie,
Rutledge and Bill Mills. Huie won
the math competition with
Rutledge finishing first in English
composition. Mills was fourth in
social studies.
Rutledge was named to the AllRegion team. Huie was named as
an alternate
Calloway County High School
did not participate in the
competition.
In the middle school contest,
(Cont'd on page I)

l:
s question during Saturday's Region I Governor's Cup academi(
Murray High's quick recall team discusil
MHS squad finished first and helped Murray take the overall ti
competition at Murray State University.
tie. Members of the team include, from lett: l'anc Huie. Debbie Rutledge, Marty Scarbrough and Chip
Adams.
.tatf photo by Scott 14 ikon
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Regents...

Langford to
seek senate
Apost in area
Timothy A. Langford has filed
papers to seek the Democrritic
nomination for the office of
Senator of the first district of Kentucky. The 1st district is comprised of the counties of Calloway,
Carlisle, Fulton, Graves,
Hickman and Trigg.
A native of Fulton County,
Langford resides at Route 1,
Hickman. As well as maintaining
a private law practice in
Hickman, he also actively farms
in partnership with his brother.
Langford has practiced law since
his graduation from the University of Kentucky College of Law in
1980. He is a 1977 graduate of Murray State University and a 1973
graduate of Fulton County High
School.
In 1973 he married the former
Karen Shipley of Trigg County. He
is actively involved in the community as a member of the Kentucky Young Farmers Association, Lodge No. 761 of the F&A
Masons and the First District Bar
Association. Langford is a deacon
at the West Baptist Church in
Hickman where he also teachers a
senior high school Sunday School
class. He further serves as an executive board member of the West
Kentucky Baptist Associationof
the Kentucky Baptist Convention.
Langford commits himself to
work with people of the 1st district

Reward offered
in cemetery case
A $500 reward is being offered
for information leading to the arrest and conviction of those
responsible for the vandalism of
the Old Salem Cemetery, according to Calloway County Sheriff
J.D. Williams.
Williams said that 17 head
stones had been knocked over between last Wednesday and Sunday
morning.
The cemetery is located approximately two miles east of town on
the old Rattlin' Bridge Road, the
sheriff said.

Several arrested
on theft charges
A juvenile was taken into
custody and several adults face
possible criminal charges in connection with the Jan. 16 burglary
of the Murray Pet Center, according to Calloway County Sheriff
J.D. Williams.
The animals taken in the
burglary were recovered and
returned to the owner of the
business over the weekend, the
sheriff said.
Deputy sheriff .Billy Brandon
and assistant county attorney
David Harrington recovered a
chow-chow puppy, a black tea-cup
poodle, and a keeshound puppy.
The animals and other items
taken were valued at approximately $2,000, Williams added.

Timothy A. Langford
to see Western Kentucky prosper.
He will do his best to provide effectie leadership and to be a voice for
the people in this district in the
Kentucky State Senate. Langford
believes that state government
should be primarily involved in
threee essential areas — education, transportation and economic
development. He feels it is time to
get back to basics to insure today's
children a sound education from
kindergarten to college. Adequate
funding must be found for this.
Langford also believes that good
roads and other transportation
systems are essential to the wellbeing of our communities. Education and adequate transportation
will naturally enhance economic
development. Langford also feels
that other avenues of economic
development should be pursued in
order to broaden the economic
base of the 1st district.

Milestone...
(Cont'd from page I)
him this legislative session.
Tax legislation must originate in
the House, where Democrats hold
71 of the 100 seats and can effectively decide the course of tax
issues.
And last week was a watershed.
The deadline for filing in the May
24 primary election passed
Wednesday, so now all House
members know whether they will
be opposed for re-election and by
whom and can weigh the political
risks of tax legislation.
On Thursday, Democrats met in
caucus to hear an explanation of
Clarke's bill and their budgetary
options. The meeting was described as somber.
The Senate's Appropriations
and Revenue chairman,
Democrat Mike Moloney of Lexington, unveiled his own version of
a tax bW on Friday and said he
might have a House sponsor lined
up.
Moloney's plan would raise an
extra $900 million during the next
two years — $500 million from
higher income taxes and $400
million from a penny increase in
the state's nickel sales tax.
Hearings continue in the House
this week on Wilkinson's budget,
with a full slate of meetings by
A&R subcommittees.
The General Assembly will pass
an administrative milepost this
week: The last days for bills to be
introduced are Wednesday in the
House and Friday in the Senate.
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Walter's
•Pharmacy

Walter Mehr
Pharmacist

Formerly Uncle Jeff's
Discount Pharmacy
has moved to their new location
at

•• 519 South 12th St.
•
(Beside Benson Sporting Goods)

•
•
•
•
•

"Your records and prescriptions
have moved with us"
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(Cont'd from page 1)
committee to further investigate
Paducah's educational needs,
Murray State's ability to meet
those needs and the university's
financial and administrative
duties required for the proposal.
"We either have to continue to
deliver what we are doing now or
go beyond," Stroup told the board.
"We have to make a commitment
that we are the institution to meet
the needs of the Paducah community." She added that if Murray
State does not make the first
move, Paducah may look
elsewhere for help.
"What we are saying is Please
make a commitment to us because
we are going to make a commitment to serve you," Stroup
continued.
"This is a very significant step.
Access to higher education is a
valuable economic development
tool," commented Bill Beasley,
board chairman. "This is in the
geographic role of our(MSU) mission. We see Paducah as being in
our service area."
The action stemmed from a
meeting Stroup, Beasley and other
regents had with members of the
Leadership Paducah Alumni
Association. In that conference,
Paducah officials expressed their
hopes for a future plan that would
provide the availability of fouryear degrees in their city.
"I support the proposal as long
as it is done in an orderly manner.
There is definitely a need for expanding course offerings," said
Gerry Montgomery, Paducah's
mayor and LPAA committee
member. She added that the committee is not interested in creating
a four-year college in Paducah,
just a four-year degree.
"Very commendable" was how
Donald J. Clemens, president of
Paducah Community College,
responded to the board's action.
He said it was merely an "acceleration" of an earlier Murray
State commitment.
Murray State currently offers
the Bachelor's of Independent
Studies and the MBA degrees at
Paducah Community College.
Under the measure approved by
the board Saturday, the new Murray State committee will meet
with officials from PCC, the
University of Kentucky
community-college system, the
state Council on Higher Education
and members of the LPAA,
Beasley relayed.
The chairman said he expects
the study to be a "year-long" process and that he hopes the committee will bring back its findings
to the board by next February or
March. That, he said, would be
early enough to make any budget
requests to the Council on Higher
Education.
The main discussion centered
around the hope thatPOG will provide first- and second-year
courses. Murray State would then
provide third- and fourth-year and
graduate courses, and possibly
UK would offer doctoral-level
courses. Stroup said surveys at
PCC have shown a demand for
degrees in nursing, business,
education and arts and sciences.
Though Stroup and Beasley
labeled the committee's work
urgent, board members emphasized the need for a complete and encompassing investigation. They
said that no action to expand
course offerings would take place
without the full approval of the
board.
Some regents said they hoped
the committee and the board
would use caution when studying
Murray State's responsibility to
Paducah. Billy Hurt of Frankfort
said that he wanted to make sure
the requests from Paducah and
the mission of the university were
heading in the same direction.
In other action, the board approved a resolution diagrammed
at an earlier meeting this year to
be sent to Gov. Wallace Wilkinson.
The resolution appeals to the
governor for funding to provide a
living wage for faculty and staff
members and allow the university
to continue to serve the students
properly.

Local restaurant
owner killed in wreck

William , Hardy, 51, Paducah,
owner of The Dakota restaurant in
Murray, was killed on the Western
Kentucky Parkway at approximately 12:20 a.m. today, according to a report from the Kentucky
State Police post in Madisonville.
Hardy was traveling east on the
parkway when he lost control of
his 1985 Mercury station wagon
!SHIP All YOUR PACKAGES HERE:
and struck a concrete bridge sup•
•
▪ port approximately seven miles
•
AND SAVE UP TO 40%
• east of Central
City, a police
spokeswoman said
•
Package Express Center Inc. UPS
•
•
•
Hardy was pronounced dead on
•
Airborne
Express
• the scene by the Muhlenberg
•
County Coroner.
The police report indicated that
Hardy was wearing his seatbelt.
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Status of
major bills
in Assembly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Here is the status of major
legislation in the 1988 General
Assembly.
State lottery — proposed constitutional amendment to allow
a state lottery. In House State
Government Committee.
Executive Branch Budget —
In Senate and House Appropriations and Revenue
committees.
Judicial Branch Budget — In
Senate and House Appropriations and Revenue committees.
Legislative Branch Budget —
In Senate and House Appropriations and Revenue
committees.
Taxes — To adopt the federal
tax code, eliminate deductions
for federal income tax and
raise $158 million per year. In
House Appropriations and
Revenue Committee. Governor's Education Package. In
Senate Education Committee.
Education Trust — to create
Kentucky Educational Savings
Plan Trust. Passed Senate.
Passed House Education
Committee.
Campaign Contributions — to
prohibit acceptance of campaign contributions after an
election. Became law without
governor's signature.
PACs — To limit contributions by poliical action committees. Passed both houses.
Awaiting governor's action.
Broad-form Deeds — proposed constutitional amendment to
give surface owners priority
over mineral owners. Passed
Senate. In House State Government Committee.
Regulations — to gain
legislative control over administrative regulations. In
free conference committee.

Sheriff picks up
Lynn Grove man
Paul Erwin, 27, Lynn Grove,
was arrested Saturday and charged with first-degree criminal
mischief, theft by unlawful taking
over $100 and third-degree
criminal mischief, according to a
report from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
The arrest was made in connection with the vandalism of an
automobile and the theft of a car
stereo, according to the report.
A $2,500 cash bond has been set
for Erwin.

DUI arrests...
(Cont'd from page 1)
The study also found that rates
for driving under the influence
were highest among 21-year-olds,
reaching a peak in 1983 with a rate
of one arrest for every 39 licensed
drivers of that age.
Since 1983, most states have
phased in new laws raising the
minimum age for buying or selling
alcohol to 21.
Another portion of the study
found that half the jail inmates
convicted of drunken driving had
consumed the equivalent of at
least 12 bottles of beer or eight
mixed drinks before their arrests.
Almost half of the people jailed
on drunken driving charges or serving a sentence for that offense
had been sentenced for the same
offense previously.
The jail portion of the study,
based on a 1983 survey of inmates
In 407 locations, also found that
one in five of the convicted
drunken drivers had been consuming two or more kinds of alcoholic
beverages when arrested.
The median age for those in jail
for drunken driving was 32, about
5 years older than the median age
for all jail inmates. Some 95 percent of the jailed drunken drivers
were men and nearly 80 percent
were unmarried, separated,
divorced or were widows or
widowers.

Competition...
((ont'd from page I)
Calloway County's Michael Dale
finished first in social studies. His
teammate Seth Arant was third in
math. The Calloway County team
finished fourth overall. Thomas
Daniels was Murray Middle
School's only top finisher. He was
third in social studies.
The top two individual winners
In each of five categories and the
top team in each category advance to the state competition
March 13-14 in Louisville.
An all-region high school team
will compete in a statewide
academic tournament in
LOuisville March 17-18, during the
week of the boys' Sweet Sixteen
basketball tournament.

KSBA members applaud
Moloney, Clarke's efforts
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP)(
— Two
Democratic legislators received a
standing ovation after outlining
their proposals to increase taxes
to the Kentucky School Boards
Association.
Approximately 1,000 delegates
heard Sen. Michael Moloney of
Lexington and Rep. Joe Clarke of
Danville outline Kentucky's need
for more revenue at Saturday's
meeting.
Clarke told the association that
the state has not had a major tax
increase since 1968 when the sales
tax was raised from 3 cents to 5
cents.
Since then the legislature has
removed the tax on food and utility
bills and limited increases in property taxes.
Clarke said that Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson's proposed budget is
"deceptive" because it calls for
balancing the General Fund
budget by taking money from the
Road Fund for two years and for
suspending General Fund "over
match" payments to state retirement systems for two years.
Clarke said his bill to simplify
and increase the state income tax
would generate about $158 million

a year by eliminating the federal
tax deduction from the state income tax and by conforming the
state income tax to the new
federal income tax code.
The bill would not generate a
great windfall, Clarke said,
because he proposes using about
half the money to avoid transfers
from the Road Fund and to continue full payments to retirement
systems.
Moloney said his plan to raise
about $450 million a year would
allow bigger raises for teachers
and more money for universities
and human-services programs.
Moloney's plan would simplify
the income tax and raise rates for
most taxpayers. It also would
raise the sales tax to 6 cents on the
dollar.
Moloney said Wilkinson's
budget would bring an end to
education changes begun in 1985.
Of that budget, Moloney said,
"Let's change it."
Wilkinson, who opposes a tax
hike, addressed the group Friday
and "was given a very respectful
reception," said David Keller, the
association's executive director.
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Burch seeking plan to urge
people to leave welfare role
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
state lawmaker pushing for increased benefits to the state's poor
says he has a greater goal — starting a program that encourages
recipients to leave the welfare
rolls.
"There's no plan right now for
them to get people off of welfare,"
said Rep. Tom Burch, DLouisville. "Nothing. No incentive. You just pay the bill every
month; you just pay the bill."
Gov. Wallace Wilkinson has proposed 5 percent increases in
payments under the Aid to
Families with Dependent Children
program for each year of the
1988-90 biennium. That translates
to an increase of $10 a month for a
family of three receiving the current maximum monthly payment
of $207.
Burch, the chairman of the
House Health and Welfare Committee, is sponsoring a more expensive bill. It calls for the 5 percent increase plus an allowance
for inflation — money that many
say is just not available.
But Burch is more enthusiastic

Gore, Bush...
(Cont'd from page I)
Democrats said they view the
Rev. Jesse Jackson unfavorably.
He and the other Democrats in the
race — Rep. Richard Gephardt of
Missouri and Sen. Paul Simon of
Illinois, who is not competing actively in Kentucky — remain far
behind the front-runners.
One reason for Jackson's
relatively poor showing in Kentucky is that the number of black
voters in the state, 5 percent of
registration, is much smaller than
It is in the Deep South. However,
because of the relatively large
number of blacks in Jefferson and
Fayette counties, and the ability
his campaign showed in getting
his supporters to the caucuses in
1984, Jackson is expected to win
delegates in both areas.
Bush, the GOP front-runner in
the newspaper's last three polls,
has slowly added to his strength.
He was the choice of 41 percent in
mid-November and 51 percent last
week.
He also has the highest
favorable rating of any candidate
at 57 percent.
Dole has consistently won the
support of about a quarter of
Republicans, with 28 percent in
last week's poll.
Former television evangelist
Pat Robertson and Rep. Jack
Kemp of New York, the other
Republicans in the race, have not
broken out of single digits in any of
tile newspaper's polls. Robertson
also has a high unfavorable rating
at 44 percent.
Just one Republican in 10 was
undecided in the latest poll, compared to 23 percent in midNovember.
The number of Democrats saying they were undecided in their
choice of a candidate dropped
from 45 percent in November to 23
percent.
However, more than half said
they were undecided or didn't
know enough about Gore,
Dukakis, Simon or Gephardt to
rate them favorably or unfavorably, suggesting the final 10
days before the primary could be
vOlatile
The candidates' standings in the
poll reflect the combined support
of those who identified themselves

about another bill that he hopes
will do more in the long run to help
the state's 160,000 AFDC
recipients.
House Bill 384wou1d change the
way income is calculated to determine the size of the AFDC payment a person recieves. A complex formula for computing income would allow for the gradual
reduction of a recipient's monthly
AFDC check as they begin to earn
money at a job.

Democratic executive
committee sets meeting
The Democratic Executive
Committee of Calloway County
will meet on Monday, Feb. 29, at 7
p.m. at the Miller Courthouse Annex on South 4th Street.
Information will be available
concerning the selection of
delegates to the National
Democratic Convention, according to Douglas Tucker, chairman
of the county's executive
committee.
For more information, residents
may telephone 4 -2205.
as likely voters and said they
would vote for a candidate or were
uncertain but leaning toward a
candidate.
The results for the Democratic
candidates have a margin of error
of 4.5 percentage points. In theory,
this means that in 19 of 20 cases,
the poll results would be no more
than 4.5 percentage points above
or below the results that would
have been obtained by questioning
all registered Kentucky
Democrats whd are likely to vote
in the primary.
Because of the smaller
Republican sample — 204 likely
voters — the margin of error is
larger: plus or minus 6.9 percentage points. Democrats outnumber Republicans in Kentucky
by about 24-1.
Here ale the questions asked In the
Bluegrass State Poll, conducted by telephone
Feb 22.20.
How much attention have you been able to
pay to the 1988 presidential campaign — a lot,
some, not much, or no attention so far'
Are you currently registered to vote in the
precinct where you live, or not'
(If yes) Are you registered as a Democrat,
as a Republican, as a member of another
party or as an independent!
(If registered Democrat or Republican) On
March 8 there will be a Democratic
Republican) presidential primary election
in Kentucky As you feel today, will you
definitely go to the polla and vote in the
presidential primary on March 8, or will you
probably vote, probably not vote or definitely
not vote'
( If registered Democrat and definitely or
probably will vote) I'm going to name some
possible presidential candidates and ask
what you think of them. If you haven't hoard
much about someone I name, just tell me Is
your opinion of Michael Dukakis favorable,
not favorable, are you undecided or haven't
you heard enough about Michael Dukakis yet.
to have an opinion" (Also asked about Dick
Gephardt, Albert Gore, Gary Hart, Jesse
Jackson anoll Paul Simon ( (Republicans
were asked e same question about George
Bush, Bob Dole, Jack Kemp and Pat
Robertson.)
If the Democratic presidential primary
election were today, would you vote for
Michael Dukakis, Dick Gephardt, Albert
Gore, Gary Hart, Jesse Jackson, Paul
Simon' I Republicans were asked the same
question about George Bush, Bob Dole Jack
Kemp and Pat Robertson )
Both Democrats and Republicans who
said they were undecided on a candidate or
didn't know were asked) Which one are you
leaning toward at the present time'
(Both Democrats and Republicans who
said they would vote for or were leaning
toward a candidate were asked i Do you
strongly support him or do you only
moderately support him'
(Democratic and Republican likely voters
were asked Regardless of which candidate
you support for the nomination, which of the
Democratic (Republican( candidates do you
think would have the beet chance of winning
the election In November If he were
nominated'
In question' asking about the candidates
the order in which their names were read
was rotated
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PERSPECTIVE

Robertson: There's a plot behind every bush

Looking Back
Ten years ago
Just as grass was beginning to
reappear for the first time in
weeks, Calloway County and the
rest of Kentucky was blanketed by
new snow yesterday. Calloway
recorded 4.2 inches on Feb. 27 and
28. John Ed Scott said 39.2 inches
of snow have fallen here this year
About 310 to 320 women
residents of Hester Hall at Murray
State University were evacuated
without injury early on the morning of Feb. 27 when fire broke out
'in a fourth floor room of the eightstory dormitory. Fire was contain‘. ed to one room, but smoke and
water damage was reported to
t other areas.
• Michelle McGehee was crowned
queen of Black History Week at
Murray High School. Her attendants were Althia Parham and
Gloria Cavitt.
Twenty years ago
Bobby Donelson, United States
Navy, son of Mr. and Mrs. Buell

GeRAFF111111
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Donelson, was graduated from
Aviation Anti-Submarine Warfare
Technician Course at Naval Air
Technical Training Center, Memphis, Tenn.
James L. Johnson, executive
secretary of Murray Chamber of
Commerce, spoke about
"Economic State of Community"
at a meeting of Murray Lions
Club. He was introduced by Codie
Caldwell.
Thirty years ako
Dr. Will Frank Steely of Murray
State College spoke at Parent-Son
Banquet of Hazel High School
Chapter of Future Farmers of
America. Dwain Taylor, president, presided.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Wendell Herndon, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Rex Donelson, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Norwood and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Clarence Eldridge.
Estelle Navarro of Peru,student
at Murray College, spoke about
her native country foods at a
meeting of Murray Training
School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of Amenca.
Forty years ago
Murray State College joined a
new athletic conference formed at
Louisville yesterday. It is called
Ohio Valley Conference and includes Western, Eastern,
Morehead, University of
Louisville and Evansville, Ind.,
Colleges. Murray lost to Louisville
in the semi-finals of KIAC Tournament at Louisville.
Murray Woodmen of the World
Camp 592 voted to decorate and
equip a room at Murray Hospital.
Camp officers are Buel Stalls,
Waylon Rayburn, Ray Sinclair,
Otto Swann, Burman Parker and
W.B. Moser.
Lucy Boatwright and Volene
Roberts presented a lesson on
"Belts and Zippers" at a meeting
of Pottertown Homemakers Club
held at home of Dela Outland.

Thoughts In Season
By Ken Wolf
Are you getting tired of all the
committees, task forces, and other
ad hoc agencies formed to predict
what will happen in the twenty-first
century and to help us prepare for
it?
Although many of the pfectictions
in these "future" studies will prove faulty, they do often tell us much
about the present, especially when
the authors are working with "hard
data," statistics and the like.
Recently social thinker Daniel
Bell published an article on "The
World and the United States in
2013" (Daedalus, Summer, 1987)
which contained some thoughtprovoking population figures.
In Africa, most of Latin America,

Murray Ledger & Times

and most of Asia, the proportion of
people under age 15 is close to 40%.
In the United States, Canada, and
Europe the proportion of those
under age 15 is close to 2050. Bell is
this
concerned
a4out\
"demographic tidal wee,"for,Ile
he wile's:
by the year 2000, 70 percent of
the Third World populations
will be concentrated in eight
countries: China, India, Indonesia, Brazil, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Nigeria, and
Mexico.
And these are countries with
some of the highest unemployment
rates in the world. Where will these
people find jobs? Food for thought.
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It has the makings of a
political bombshell — a highlevel Washington mystery
worthy of the best-seller list.
The question: Did the forces of
Vice President George Bush
somehow arouse Jimmy
Swaggart's libido, driving the
TV preacher into the clutches of
a harlot and public disgrace?
No, this is not the product of
my demented mind. It
originated, more or less, with
Pat Robertson, one of Bush's
political rivals.
Robertson suspects that it's far
more than mere coincidence
that Swaggart's sex capers
became public knowledge
shortly before the Super
Tuesday primaries.
As Robertson put it: The
timing "stretches the
imagination and stretches
credulity."
"Nothing happens to people by
accident," he said. "It is kind of
funny this came up two weeks
before the most important
primaries in the nation.
"I think somebody had
something to do with it.
Somebody else planned all these
things. I am afraid."
Robertson didn't come right
out and blame Bush for the
Swaggart frolic. But in the same
interview, he pointedly talked
about how the Bush campaign
has been planning all sorts of
"dirty tricks" in the primaries.
And what could be a dirtier
trick than for one of the nation's
leadi-g TV preachers to be
caught cavorting with a hooker

Royko
Says
Mike Royko
at a time when one of the
nation's other leading TV
preachers is running for
president?
It's the old guilt-by-association
trick.
What Robertson seems to be
saying is that because Swaggart
has been a rascal, voters might
think that other TV evangelists
such as Robertson, are rascals,
too.
Naturally, Bush's people say -that Robertson's suspicions are
about as dippy as anything
they've ever heard.
But as an avid reader of
intrigue-conspiracy-cloak-anddagger novels, I don't think
Robertson's suspicions should
be so lightly dismissed.
I'm not saying that there is a
Bush-Swaggart connection, but
let us consider some of the
possibilities.
For example, Bush was once
head of the CIA. What better
background could one have for
hatching ornate plots? Sure,
Bush looks like a choir boy, but
you can't work for the CIA
without being somewhat
sneaky. It's a required part of
your resume.
Is it inconceivable that at a

Why. my friend Slats Grobnik.
planning session, Bush or one of
as a young man, read a novel
his operatives said: "Say, why
called Forever Amber: which
don't we embarrass Robertson
was considered the most lurid
by somehow getting somebody
like Jimmy Swaggart to carry on book of its day, condemned by
with a lewd woman,then get the preachers and the American
Legion. Within a year of reading
news out to the public just
that book, Slats had been so
before Super Tuesday"
crazed by passion that he got
"Good thinking That's even
better than making Dan Rather married.
swallow his tongue."
Anyway, let us just consider
the possibility that Bush's
The first step, obviously,
would be to find a way to arouse people did this — forced smut
into Swaggart's hands.
Swaggart's lusts. That wouldn't
The next step might be to have
be easy. of course, because
Swaggart has always condemned a female agent phone him and
breathe heavily or even moan.
bed-hopping and other popular
driving him into a frenzy of
but sinful activities.
creepy desires
But as Swaggart himself
admitted, according to his
After that, everything would
church elders, he has long had a
be
easy. A woman of low morals
for
fascination
secret
making
herself available. Then
pornography. It's a sad vice, but
the fatal visits to the motel while
at least it doesn't cause lung
a spook lurks nearby to take
cancer or emphysema.
pictures of Swaggart and the
Assuming that Bush's plotters female.
knew of this embarrassing
The result? Tragedy.
tendency, they might have
Swaggart, an otherwise decent
covertly goaded Swaggart by
man, becoming nothing but a
buying him subscriptions to
pawn in the big-stakes game of
Penthouse, Hustler, or other
power politics. And Robertson, a
peekaboo magazines.
victim of a baroque political
plot.
Or, even worse, they could
I think Robertson's suspicions
have bought him a set of pornstar Seka's autographed undies. should be taken seriously and an
investigation should be
which she sends out in plain
conducted.
brown wrappers.
The first thing that should be
As the followers of Swaggart
done
is to find and interrogate
and Robertson well know, being
that hooker.
exposed to such literature and
If Robertson is right, chances
lewd objects can drive an
are
that she'll turn out to be a
otherwise normal man to
liberal.
unspeakable acts.

Letters To The Editor

•

Bill would help prosecutors to collect child support
Editor's Note: Several weeks ago,
David Harrington, assistant county attorney for Calloway County,
wrote a letter Attorney General
Cowan and sent copies to local
representatives in Frankfort con'
ceiilng changes in child support
legislation. He recently received a
reply from Attorney General
Cowan concerning this matter. "I
believe that the Attorney General
should be congratulated. It is indeed heartwarming to see Attorney General Cowan working for
legislation which will benefit our

children," Harrington said.
Dear David:
Thank you for your letter of
February 10, 1988 in regard to an
amendment to KRS 530.050,
flagrant nonsupport. You will be
pleased to learn that on February
3, 1988 Representative Jerry
Lundergan and Marshall Long, on
behalf of this office, introduced
House Bill 586, which, among
other things, amends KRS 530.050.
I have enclosed House Bill 586 for
your reference.

In Section 38 of the bill, on page
35 you can see that a person may
be found guilty of flagrant nonsupport when child support arrearages exceed $1,000. There are
also several other factors in the
amended statute that will help
prosecutors, like yourself, enforce
the flagrant nonsupport statute.
Most importantly, the bill also
transfers child support enforcement from the Cabinet for Human
Resources to the Attorney
General's Office. It also calls for

mandatory wage assignments in
all child support orders after the
bill is enacted.
If you feel as strongly about this
bill as I do, I urge you to contact
your representative, Freed Curd,
and voice your support for it.
Again, thanks for your letter.
Please do not hesitate to call on
me whenever I can be of
assistance.
Sincerely,
Frederic J. Cowan
Attorney General
Commonwealth of Kentucky

Company wants streamlining of federal regulations
Dear Editor:
As you may or may not know,
our firm (Edward D. Jones &
Company) has more than 1,350 offices across the country in commurales like Murray and serves
about 1 mithon households. Since
October 19 we have increasingly
concerned that individual investors, who own 60 percent of all
stocks and who we serve exelusively, are being frightened
from the marketplace. Their

fright, we oeueve, is due in large
measure to the volatility caused
by the links of program trading
and portfolio insurance, which are
utilized by a few very large institutions - not individuals.
Due to this situation, we recently mobilized a task force consisting of one investment
representative from each of the 37
states in which we do business.
They sent them to Washington,
D.C., to alert our elected officials

as to the effects these • Put the Federal Reserve in consophisticated trading stategies are trol of margins on stocks and
having on the individual investor. margins or deposits on
Our message was simple. While derivatives; and
we did not ask for new legislation, • Coordinate clearance and settlewe would like to see a streamlin- ment of stocks and their
ing of current regulations. derivatives to enable lenders to
Specifically, we asked our elected make informed judgements in the
granting of credit under
officials to:
•Place trading activities of stocks emergencey conditions.
Although we have contacted
and their derivatives under the
stewardship of one regulator, the more than 200 elected officials, we
SEC;
know there is no substitute for contacts from concerned constituents.
If your readers share our concern,
we would like them to write their
senators and representatives enIf all of Murray is to prosper, couraging them to take swift steps
then we must impress upon our to protect the interests of ingovernment officials to help us. If dividual investors. I Any of our ofMurray, western Ky., and the rest fices can provide your readers the
of this state loses this battle, then names and addresses of the apthe truly good educators and the propriate elected officials in your
students they teach will go area).
elsewhere.
Thank you for providing this
It's time governor Wilkinson forum for us to share our conhears from all of us, not just the cerns. We earnestly believe instudents, faculty and administra- dividual investors must be ention of MURRAY STATE sured the opportunity for conUNIVERSITY.
tinued participation in the captial
Very truly yours,
formation process of this country.
Lynda P. Chaney
Sincerely,
308 Oakdale Dr.
John W. Bachmann
Murray, Ky. 42071
managing principal

Gov. Wilkinson's stance causes concern
Dear editor:
It would appear that our newlyelected governor has stabbed the
very people who voted for him in
the back! His current stand on
"higher education" is the reason
for my concern,
The universities of this state do
much more than educate the
students in the classrooms,
Studies have been done to back
that statement as fact. Here, in
Murray, MSU is a leading
employer in this fine city,
Possible the residents of Murray
not directly associated with Murray State have taken it a bit for
granted and don't realize the
overall attack that will be waged

on Murray's economy if Gov.
Wilkinson does cut funds for
higher education as he hopes to do.
If we as citizens do not appeal to
the elected officials to demand the
money needed to continue MSU as
the accredited higher education
"plant" that it is, there will be
much more lost to this area than
just funding for educational
purposes.
If we want Murray to be strong
and prosper, our higher educated
youth are our future.
Yes, Murray may be 01 for
retirement, but that is not or
should not be the major draw for
this area.

QUALITY PROFESSIONAL DRY CLEANING

Longer school years are not needed
Japanese teacher is highly
Dear Editor:
There is movement in this coun- respected; a great part of his
try toward longer school years in desire to teach is because of this
the interest of better quality respect. His pay scale is seconeducation. The argument is that dary to his station in Japanese
Japan and European countries society. His day is long, he visits
have longer school years and that with students in their homes in the
is why they excel academically. evening and on weekends. He
True, their school years are believes each child's future and
longer; however, that fact alone is development are his personal
not why they are doing a better job responsibility.
Unfortunately, in bur society
of educating their children.
The quality of time spent on most people are mainly concerned
lessons is as important, if not with their standard of living.
Don't allow our children to sufmore important, than the quantity
of time. Extending the school year fer through more of the same
to 240 days, as California State mediocre instruction they now go
Rep. Mel Levin has proposed, will through. We need to find the
not better educate our children, if higher quality system that will
the basic system of education re- work for us. Please, write your
mains the same. More time spent legislators - tell them "No more
in the present classroom situation extended classroom time, without
will only produce bored and burnt- a verifiable, superior, educational
out children.
---r-------system."
We cannot duplicate the Sincerely yours,
Japanese educational system in Amy Harding
this society. The reasons for their Warsaw, Ind
greater educational success have P.S. I wonder if Rep. Mel Levin
to do with very basic has ever tried to learn in a hot
philosophical differences. A classroom in July and August/
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MURRAY TODAY
Community events listed
Monday,Feb.29
Gospel Singing featuring The
Neal Family will be at 7 p.m. at
Bethel Chapel Pentecostal
Church, Highway 94 East.
————
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at 7 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.
————
Parents Anonymous will meet
at 6 p.m. For information call
762-6862 or 762-6851.
————
Money Management Seminar
will be at 7 p.m. at Holiday Inn,
Murray. For information call Linda W Shepard, 436-5803.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Masonic
Lodge, Benton. For information
call 759-4059, 762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.

Tuesday, March 1
Monday,Feb.29
parlor.
Children's activities willibe at 6 church
————
p.m. and Teen and Younger Men's
First United Methodist Church
Basketball at 7 p.m. in gym at
Women will have their Call to
Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Prayer and Self Denial program
————
Events at First United at 11 a.m. with a special noon meal
Methodist Church will include Boy to follow. Executive Board will
Scout meeting at 6:30 p.m. and meet at 10 a.m.
————
Missions Work Area at 7 p.m.
AA will meet at 8 p.m. at
————
Boy Scout Troop 77 will meet at American Legion Building, South
6:30 p.m. at First Christian Sixth and Maple Streets.
————
Church.
Applicatons for 1988-:4I Licensed
————
Democratic Executive Commit- Practical Nursing course offered
tee of Calloway County will meet at Murray-Calloway Area Vocaat 7 p.m. in Miller Courthouse An- tional School will be accepted
nex. For information call 489-2205. beginning today. For information
call 753-1870.
————
————
Tuesday, March 1
Executive Board of Murray
Group II of CWF of First Christian Church will meet at 2 p.m. in
(Cont'd on page 5)

Cesarean Birth Class will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Fourth District Freshman
Basketball Tournament finals will
be played at Murray High School.
————
Introductory organic gardening
course will begin at 8:30 p.m. by
Community Education Program
at Murray State University. For
class location and registration in
formation call 762-2716.
————
Murray State University Lady
Racers will play Middle Tennessee at 5:15 p.m. followed by
Racers and Middle Tennessee at
7 30 p.m. in Racer Arena.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, MARCH 1, 1988

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Ifit
A business pleasure meeting finds
you somewhat impatient and restless.
Life seem topsy-turvy for a spell
today, but tonight highlights leisure
and romance.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
We all need our space and tonight
you savor privacy for relaxation and
personal pursuits. Not all domestic
problems will be solved now, but do
what you can.
GEMINI
ARGAIN SHOWS • ALL SEATS 52.50 (May 21 to June 20)
Communications will be your
SAT., SUN..AFT._& TUES. HITE
strong point tonight, but before then
you have trouble getting across what
you mean. Friends and group interests are happily accented.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Money seems to be a source of
dissension with others, but p.m.
MOONSTRUCK
CH[R
hours will bring you the chance for
7:00
NKO1A5 CAGE 75_1
9:00
increased revenues and improved
status in your career.
LEO
HARRISON
(July
23 to Aug.22)
FORD 7:N
Trying to rush a work project could
9:Se
FRANTIC
cause you to trip over some details.
Slow down and then you'll do the job
expected of you. Pleasant news
comes tonight.
VIRGO
753-3314 1008 CHESTNUT
(Aug.23 to Sept 22)
If one small thing goes wrong
ROBIN WIU.IFIMS in
today, don't let it ruin your whole day.
GOOD MORNING
Problems can be magnified out of
VIETNAM 11]
proportion now. Nighttime hours are
best for you.
The Labor OfLife.
LIBRA
(Sept 23 to Oct. 22)
6
/
1
4
SHE'S HAVING 7:113
You're a bit tongue-tied as the day
A BABY =1 9:114
begins, but toward nightfall you'll
regain your charm and social graces.
SHOOT TO
Entertainment plans work out to your
KILL
7:70, II:23
satisfaction.
sioreY POMER
TOM BERETIGER Pi
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
COE
You may not be able to convince
•SPOceballs •Jaws •DragnAt
•Dirt:e DAnceng •Plotoon
others readily today in business, but
oi•••••12.... Ovoly —Moo. 2 Mo....
Per 22 Mon Moors
you can certainly charm them! Mak110.•
10 500.. 0401. 1,10
ing a good impression is what will
count now.
OVIES TO 60
8AGI7TARIUS
Chen Theatre Lobby
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
For a while you're in a tizzy over a
legal or financial matter, but things
will work out. Avoid both pessimism
and impatience. You have winning
ways tonight.
OINV 11111•H•

RObOCOP

EEEE.E.1111.E.E.t
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Jo Burkeen, editor

CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Unless you're absolutely certain of
what you want, forestall the use of
major credit now. Indecision may be
a blessing in disguise. Accent domesticity tonight.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Some little things about a partnership may be bothering you inside, but
it won't be until tonight that you feel
better about both yourself and others.
Accept social invitations.
PISCES
)1911/1.
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Concern about a situation with a
friend can interfere with work concentration, but business happily
mixes with pleasure tonight Income
improves.
IF BORN TODAY you are blessed
with originality and were born to do
your own thing. You often have some
unique talent which others take
notice of. You do well in business for
yourself and are a self-starter. You
may have exceptional abilities as a
writer or musician. A willingness to
work hard insures your success.

Anniversary reception on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hall will
celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary on Sunday, March 6.
An open house, hosted by their
children, will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at
their home at 1111 Circarama Dr.,
Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend. The family requests that guests not bring gifts.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall were married
March 12, 1938, by the Rev. W.E.
Morgan at Puryear, Tenn. Their
attendant was Cletus Enix.
Mrs. Hall, the former Lottie
Olene Windsor, is the daughter of
the late John H. and Lala Windsor.
Mr. Hall is the son of the late
Felix and Clementine Hall.
Their three children are Rudy
G. Hall of Washington, D.C.,
Nelson Eddy Hall of Calloway
County and Mrs. Rebecca Ann
Crider of Calvert City.
Mr. and Mrs. Hall have eight
grandchildren and one greatgrandson.

Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Hall

dOit

A View
from Abroad
By Stacy Overbey
Austria: Mistaken Victim
ZURICH — In neighboring
Austria the furor over President
Kurt Waldheim's wartime activities refuses to abate. The
report released this month by a
panel of expert historians has not
put the matter to rest; on the contrary, it has added fuel to the fire.
Demands for the President's
resignation have increased
dramatically. Government of-

West graduates with honors
from Georgia Tech, Atlanta
James A. West, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe D. West of Murray, was
graduated from Georgia Tech,
Atlanta, Ga., with highest honors
on Dec. 12.
His major was electrical
engineering with special emphasis
in intregated circuit design.
As a senior, West was honored
by being inducted into three honor
societies — Gamma Beta Phi, Tau
Beta Pi and Eta Kappa Nu.
He graduted with a 3.9 out of a
possible 4.0.
West was a 1983 graduate of
Murray High School and was
valedictorian of his class. He attended Murray State University as
a presidential scholar.
He has accepted a position with
I.B.M. in New York and will be
moving there in March.
West is the grandson of Mrs.

"
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Norene Tucker and the late Hiram
Tucker and of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Galen West, alt of Murray.

James A. West

to

ficials are so preoccupied with the
controversy that they cananot
carry out their duties; Chancellor
Franz Vranitzky has said that the
matter has so hindered him that
he might have to resign.
Waldheim stubbornly insists he
is innocent of crimes committed
during his German army service
in the Balkans.
Amazingly, he has maintained
his innocence even while he has
altered his alibi to conform to each
new revelation of the truth. He
now admits that he was aware of
deportations of Jews, reprisal
Inurders, and other such horrors.
His defense is that he was only
obeying orders. Perhaps it is true
that he could have done nothing —
or very little — to prevent these
atrocities.
But it is Waldheim's current
behavior that is even more
repulsive because it is proof of his
complete lack of moral conscienceness. He does not recognize
the heinous nature of what he was
involved in. He continues to make
bigoted remarks about Jews. He is
insensitive to the embarrassment
he has caused many of his fellows
citizens.
Waldheim's refusal to
acknowledge the effects of his past
actions is representative of a majority of his countrymen's attitude
towards their role in World War II.
After the war, Austria was
declared the first victim of
Nazism, having been the first
country invaded by Hitler's army.
The Austrians have wholly embraced their victim status as a
convenient defense in the aftermath of the Holocaust. As a result,

they have been able to avoid confrontation with the truth of their
past. ---- - They still see themselves as victims, even as they celebrate the
50th anniversary this year of the
Anschluss. The mere fact of a such
a tribute belies the true sentiments of the Austrian people.
The word "Anschluss" means a
joining, or union; it has none of the
negative connotations of a word
such as invasion or takeover.
The Germans were, in 1938,
received with open arms by the
Austrians, who then enthusiastically supported Nazi
goals. There were more Austrians
per capita in the National Socialist
Party, and more Austrians than
Germans in the SS. They were and
are proud to have been a part of
the Third Reich.
It is said that many younger
Austrians feel differently, that
they are questioning the version of
history they have been taught.
They are aware of the discrepancies between what their elders say
and what others abroad assert
about Austria's recent past They
are less likely to summarily
dismiss accusations of wartime
wrongdoing.
This controversy inevitably
recalls a similar nadir in the
moral history of the United States:
Watergate. Echoed in all of
Waldheim's protestations is
Nixon's "I am not a crook!"
Watergate also besmirched the
national image and damaged the
collective morale.
Only with Waldheim's resignation can the Austrians face the
truth about their past, deal with it,
and then get on with things. Until
that happens, the population will
be increasingly divided by
speculation on exactly how much
their president knew and when he
knew it.
Four more years of Waldheim
(what's left of his six-year term)
could do irreparable harm to a
country.
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Support for Honeybees

(Cont'd from page 4

DATEBOOK
Social worker will speak here
Myra Bennett, a school social worker with JAMP Special Education
Services, Olmsted, Ill., will speak about "Teenage Pregnancy and
Social Work" at a meeting of Murray State University Social Work Club
on Thursday, March 3, at 2:30 p.m. in Faculty Hall, Room 501. The
Social Work Club welcomes all MSU students who are social work majors or minors. For additional information call Dr. Julie Lovins at
762-4531.

Ladies' day bridge with Murrelle Walker as hostess is scheduled at 9:30 a.m. at Oaks Country
Club.
————
Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
————
Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Dees Bank at Hazel from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Farley's Market at
Crossland from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
————
Bereavement Support Group
will meet at 9:30 a.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Diet and Diabetes will meet at 2
p.m. in third floor classroom of
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
————
Murray-Calloway Interagency
will meet at 11:30 a.m. at Golden
Corral.
Health Services Career Day will
be from 1 to 4 p.m. in Curris
Center ballroom, Murray State
University. For information call
762-2906.
————
C.S. Lowry Distinguished Lecture in the Humanities with Francisco Villagran Kramer of
Guatemala as speaker will be at
7:30 p.m. in Wrather West Kentucky Museum, Murray State
University. For information call
762-4415.
————
Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include mid-week Bible Study, RAs, GAs and Mission
Friends.
————
Events at First United
Methodist Church will include
Covenant Prayer Group at 10
a.m.; Wesley luncheon at 11:30
a.m.; Youth Club and Finance
Committee at 5 p.m.; Administrative Board at 7:30 p.m.
————
Events at First Christian
Church will include Youth Club at
4:45 p.m.; Prayer Moments at
5:06 p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Bible Study at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir practice at 7:30
p.m.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercixe Class at 10:45
a.m.; Fellowship supper and
Youth Handbells pt 5:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting, Youth
Fellowship and Children's Choirs
at 6:30 p.m.; Adult Choir at 7:45
p.m.
————
Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Prayer
meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs
and RAs at 7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir at 8 p.m.
————

Takes Sting Out of
Mistaken Identity
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY. When "Wendy"
told of having been stung by a bee
that had gotten into her soft drink
can while she was golfing, you
thanked her for the warning about
this hazard.
Abby, are you sure the insect was
a bee? I am very doubtful. At
innumerable picnics, I have been
harassed by yellow jackets. They
were in my soft drink bottle, on my
hamburger, buzzing around my
head and stinging my ankles.
Occasionally other wasps have
entered the game, but never have I
seen a honeybee behave this way.
Honeybees will sting in defense of
their hives, or to protect themselves
if you grab them. But they do not
invade soft drink cans or attack
picnickers.
The nasty-tempered yellow jacket,
which is about the same size as a
honeybee,is very often mistaken for
the bee! It attacks without provoca-

DECA club
members win
at Region I
By Robin Westerman
DECA reporter
The Murray-Calloway DECA
club recently attended the Region
I DECA Conference at Murray
State University.
Twenty-two schools sent over
500 students plus an advisor to attend from this region. This made a
total of 507 students plus advisors
to the Retailing competition.
The local participants competed
in different retailing and
marketing events.
From the local chapter there
were several winners as follows:
Lori Adams, second; Jennifer
Spegal, Emily Bucy, Buffy Blanton, and Julie Pittman, third;
Robin Westernman, Tammy
Markle, Regina Hicks, Tammy
Edmonson and Darlecia Ballard,
fourth; Denise Baker, outstanding
DECA member.
Several of the members received invitations -to the State Conference, March 10-12, in
Louisville. They were Lori
Adams, Jennifer Spegal, Emily
Bucy, Buffy Blanton, Robin
Westerman, Regina Hicks, Denise
Baker, Tammy Hodges, Kim Higgins and Chantal Walker.
Other students participating
were Renae Uzzle, Melissa
Parker, Salena Donelson, Darla
Culver, Dawn Armstrong, Tiunmy
Downs, Kathy Alexander, Melanie
Osborn, Johna Jones, Cindy
Spann, Heather Walston, Shellie
Barrow, Lisa Nanney, Sabrina
Kirk, Sherri Rule and Renee
Owens.
A total of 31 students from the
Murray chapter participated
along with their advisor, Don
Darden.

Nikki Morgan Adams born
Mr. and Mrs. Dale Adams, Rt. 6, Box 331, Murray, are the parents of a
daughter, Nikki Morgan, weighing six pounds nine ounces, measuring
201,42 inches, born on Tuesday, Feb. 16, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. The mother is the former Debbie Chadwick. Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Joe Chadwick and Mr. and Mrs. Clan W. Adams,
all of Murray. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Lola Chadwick of Murray
and Mrs. Pauline Griffey of Hopkinsville.

LOOK...

Ashley Nicole Henson born.
Mr. and Mrs. Barry Henson of Rt. 1, Kirksey, are the parents of a
daughter, Ashley Nicole, weighing eight pounds 11 ounces, measuring 21
inches, born on Sunday, Feb. 21, at 9:24 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The mother is the former Karen Green. Grandparents are
R.G. and Hilda Henson, Rt. 1, Almo, Brenda Green, Rt. 1, Almo, and Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Green, Englewood, Fla.

tion and nests around golf courses. was not stung by a bee — it was a
and gravitates toward food and hornet, or a yellow jacket. The bee
beverages. It's given the useful flies only among flowers, gathering 'honeybee a bad reputation. Many a honey for the hive and pollinating
hive of honeybees has been de- flowers.
Hornets, on the other hand.
stroyed; many a beekeeper has been
forced to quit because neighbors frequent trash cans, dumpsters and
feared "bees," when the real culprits other areas where they can find
were wasps! We need the honeybee open. soft drink cans and other
for pollination of many of our most sweets. Unfortunately, these nasty
little insects closely resemble the
valuable crops.
harmless and industrious honeybee!
"Wendy" is correct — insect
The flight of the bee is direct —
stings can be quite serious to those flower to flower. The flight of the
who are highly allergic to them — yellow jacket is aimless, jerky and
hut there is a vast difference in the erratic. I hope this helps. I'll bet you
potency of insect stings. A white- get a lot of mail pn this.
faced hornet sting will make my
LARRY OF LAKEWOOD, OHIO
whole hand swell, a yellow jacket
sting will cause my finger to swell
DEAR LARRY: I did. The
for a day, and a honeybee sting will longer I write this column, the
make part of my finger swell for more I realize how little I know.
perhaps half an hour. If you print What an education you readers
this, sign me ...
have given me!
DELAWARE-BEEKEBRE44-DEAR BEEKEEPER: Thanks
for a honey of a letter. I got
stung on this one. No entomologist am I, but I wonder how
many others can't tell a yellow
jacket wasp from a honeybee?
Now for a short course in
nature. Read on:

CONFIDENTIAL TO former
pilots who served in the bombing-fighting squadron of the
U.S. Navy's Air Group 87
aboard the carrier USS Ticonderoga in the Pacific during
World War II: Contact Johnny
Johnson, 210 21st Ave., Lewisbet "Wendy" ton, Idaho 83501.

DEAR ABBY:
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Individuals taking GED test for
first time should report at 8 a.m. to
Room 226 of Roy Stewart Stadium,
Murray State University. For information call 762-6971.

Wednesday, March 2
Extension Service and is open to
public.
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Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Chestnut Hills Shopping Center,
Murray,from 9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1
to 3 p.m.
————
Cancer Support Group will meet
at 2 p.m. in board room of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
————
Living with Diabetes will meet
at 2 p.m. in third floor classroom
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
————
Events in Land Between the
lAkes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850.
————
Sales of tickets for Fourth
District High School Basketball
Tournament will go on sale at
Murray High School today.
————
FBLA Regional Conference will
be from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium and Business Building
at Murray State University. For
information call 762-4257.
————
A low impact aerobics class will
meet at 9 a.m. at Calloway Public
Library. For information call
762-2716.
————
A beginning guitar class will
meet at 6:30 p.m. and a contemporary electric guitar class at 7:30
p.m. in cafeteria of Robertson
Elementary School. For information call 762-2716.
————
Recital by Dr. Bruce
Chamberlain and Kim
Chamberlain, pianists, Randall
Black, tenor, Kim Black, soprano,
and Charles Snead and Jane
Snead, French horns, will be at 8
p.m. in Farrell Recital Hall, Doyle
Fine Arts Center, Murray State
University.

Tuesday, March 1
Murray State University
students and faculty volunteers
will call alumni between hours of 6
and 9 p.m. for third annual College
of Business and Public Affairs
Partners Fund Phonothon.
————
Positive Parenting will meet at
11:30 a.m. at Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn.
————
Kappa Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 6:30
p.m. at club house.
————
Jackson Purchase Doll Club is
scheduled to meet at 11:30 a.m. at
Sirloin Stockade.
————
Southwest Calloway Elementary School will have its skating
party from 6 to 8 p.m. at Circus
Skate of Murray.
————
Mothers' Morning Out will be at
9 a.m. at First United Methodist
Church.
————
Events at First Baptist Church
will be Mothers' Day Out at 9 a.m.,
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m. =I
Visitation at 6:45 p.m.
————
Groups of First Baptist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Kathleen Jones with Louise Swann
at 2 p.m.; Bea Walke with Fay
Nell Flora at 7:30 p.m.
————
Bingo will be played at Parish
Center, St. Leo's Catholic Church.
————
Free blood pressure checks will
be given from 12 noon to 2 p.m. at
Murray Seventh-day Adventist
Church.
————
Senior citizens' activities will be
at 9:30 a.m. at Dexter Center;
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers; from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
New Concord Ladies' Bible
Class will meet at 1 p.m. For information call 436-2231, 436-2518 or
436-2516.
————
Wednesday, March 2
Cordelia. Erwin Circle of South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women will have an all.
day meeting and potluck luncheon
at church.
————
Reservations for Ladies'
Seminar, Luncheon and Style
Show on Saturday at First Baptist
Church should bg made by today
by calling 753-1854.
————
Fats and Cholesterol Seminar
and Training School will be at 9:30
a.m. at Calloway Public Library.
This will be sponsored by County

art

Tuesday, March 1
Christian Women's Club will meet
at 9:30 a.m. athome of JoAnn
Knedler, 1704 Plainview.
————
Story Hours will be at 10:30 a.m.
and 3:30 p.m. at Calloway Public
Library.
————
A Social Security representative
will be at Miller Courthouse Annex
from 10 a.m. to 12 noon.
————
Murray TOPS (take off pounds
sensibly) Club will meet at 7 p.m.
at South Side Manor Recreational
Center, located off Glendale Road.
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Group II of CWF will meet
Group H of Christian Women's Fellowship of First Christian Church
will meet Tuesday, March 1, at 2 p.m. in the church parlor. Alberta Korb
will be in charge of the program and Helen Dick will give the devotion.
Imogene Scott and Verna Roberts will be hostesses.

Kappas will meet Tuesday
Kappa Department of Murray Woman's Club is scheduled to meet
Tuesday, March 1, at 6:30 p.m. at the club house. Ruth Eversmeyer,
director of volunteers at Murray-Calloway County Hospital, will present
a program on "Cake Decorating." Hostesses will be Paula Crouse and
Valerie Morris.

Fern Terrace winners listed
The monthly "Celebrity Jack's Pot" event for residents of Fern Terrace Lodge was held on Tuesday, Feb. 16. The winners of $10 cash each
were Virgile Stewart, Lou* Allen and Elmo Tyler, according to Sonia
G Seale, activity coordinator. The winner of the "President's Quiz" was
Christine Thurman, Seale added

NO BIFOCALS!
With the Varilux progressive lens, you'll see naturally at
all distances, not just close-up and far away and without a
bifocal line to say you aren't as young as you used to be.
Varilux is the original and best progressive lens ever
designed. And Southern Optical is Kentucky's only
authorized laboratory for Varilux progressive lenses. Our
genuine Varilux progressive lenses are just one of the many
special features you'll find at Southern Optical. We've got
the quality and selection offrames and knses you're
looking for. So for your real value In better vision,
visit Southern Optical today.
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Cordelia Erwin Circle of South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church Women will meet Wednesday, March 2, at the church for an allday meeting and potluck luncheon. The grou will quilt in the morning.
Estelle Gooch and Clovis Brown will be in charge of the afternoon program. Nelle Dotson will be hostess.
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Local young farmers participate in convention

Pictured above, from left, are: Johnnie Stockdale, Larry Tucker, Richard Jones, Rick Murdock, Mark
Paschall, Tripp Furches and Greg Story.
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tion; Greg Story, Yellow Corn
Production; and Greg Story, Double Crop Soybean Production.
The Calloway County Chapter
placed second in the Conservation
Tillage Comparision Contest sponsored by Pioneer Seeds. The fiveacre entry compared the yield soil
loss and production cost on sideby-side plots of no-till corn and
conventional corn. The conventional plot had a three-bushel
higher yield, but the no-till plot
was the most profitable by $16 per
acre. The no-till plot also conserved five tons of soil per acre.
The following Calloway County
YFA members attended the convention: Jerry and Melissa Stark;
Danny and Judy Cunningham;
Randy and Irene Tucker; Robert
and Joyce Houston; Eddie and
Linda Workman; Billy Dale and
Shelia Smith; Terry and Carol
Rogers; Larry and Shelia Smith;
Richard and Becky Jones; Rick
and Stacy Murdock; Mark and
Laura Paschall; Tripp and Sharon
Furches; Greg and Karen Story:
Johnnie and Cahty Stockdale;
Mike and Debbie Burchett and
Danny Kingins.
The Calloway County Young
Farmers Association meets at the
Murray Area Vocational Center
and encourages are farmers to
join. Johnnie Stockdale is the YFA
advisor and may be contacted at
753-1870.

Actficd Siklociaticav
Your blood pressure is up and
you can't keep it down? Or maybe
you're under such stress that you
can't sleep? Perhaps you've simply lost any sense of purpose in
living?
Have you tried a companion
animal? Ongoing research is providing data that indicates that a

WHY WAIT
FOR YOUR
TAX REFUND
WHEN YOU CAN
AW
GETYOUR MONEY FAST!

1110

Use H&R Block's Rapid Refund Program.
your tax return or not.

IT'S FAST!

H&R BLOCK

For more details or to see if you qualify call MR Block now.
Dixieland Shopping Center 753-921M
Open 9-6 weekdays 9-5 Sat.

Reg.
159.95

L• -

SCR-14 by Realistic

Southern State's board
members attending the session
from this area were: board
members, W.D. McCuiston, Rob
McCallon, Billy Murdock, Ricky
Murdock and Mark Wilson. Young
Farmers attending were: Terry
Rogers and Joe Dan Taylor. The
dealers attending were SSC Inc. —
Calloway Service, Gary Jones,
manager.

TV With Radio & Cassette

-

Portable Stereo

On-screen prompts make
programming easy. HQ,
Quick-timer recording.
#16-511 Remote OaPenes extra

Low As $15 Per Month.

A drivers best friend'
Alerts you to X and Kband radar—even pulses
*22-1616
FAST" Circuit Cuts False Alarms

9/19 Priority CB

Members and guests of Southern
States Cooperative attending the
cooperative's regional
board/young farmer meeting in
Mayfield, Feb.25 heard encouraging news from Gene A. James, the
association's presicient and chief
executive officer.
"Agriculture is returning to an
Improved state of health at the
very time that Southern States is
poised to provide the best service
ever," James said during a
videotape presentation at the Holiday Inn. Dr. Joe Coffey, vice
president of Economics and Planning for the cooperative, was on
hand in Mayfield to answer questions following the presentation.
Thirty-six regional meetings
were held during February by
Southern States over a six-state
area. The cooperative serves
farmer-members who live in
Virginia, West Virginia,
Maryland, Delaware, Kentucky
and North Carolina.

It's tvailable whether MR Block prepares

29995

Car Stereo Power Booster & EO
By Realistic
Cut 33%
rtn 11711

PC compatible—ideal
for word processing!
Prints up to 200 words
per minute. #26-2812

from a 6.68 acre crop of the variety
Narrowleaf Madole His yield was
3,300 pounds per acre. He received
a plaque, a cash award and a
jacket.
Tripp Furches placed first in the
White Corn Production Contest
sponsored by Hopkinsville Milling
company. His entry covered 6.4
acres of a 30-acre corn field. The
crop yielded 155 bushels per acre.
Furches received a plaque and a
cash award.
Several other local members
were recognized winners and participated in the state contest. Each
of the following were recognized
for their achievements.
Rick Murdock, Beef Cattle Production; Larry Tucker, Air-Cured
Tobacco; Larry Tucker, Conventional Soybean Production; Mark
Paschall, Burley Tobacco Produc-

Southern States meeting encouraging

Service Plan

A DIviSioN or •.•

Stereo Satellite TV System

The Kentucky Young Farmers
Association held its annual state
convention Feb. 19-20 at the Executive Inn in Paducah. Thirty
members of the Calloway County
YFA participated in the activities.
Richard Jones was elected
regional vice-president and will
serve as a state officer this year.
Jones also competed in the Rural
Leadership Award sponsored by
the Kentucky Farm Bureau and
place third in the state.
The Calloway County chapter
had two state winners in the
production-efficiency contests.
These contests recognize outstanding production and management
of various farm enterprizes.
Steve Steele placed first in the
Dark-Fired Tobacco Contest sponsored by U.S. Tobacco Company.
Steele used four acres for his entry

Stokes Tractor
Implement Co., Inc.
Industrial Rd.

753-1 31 9

Open
To Serve You
Mon. thru Fri., 7:30 to 4:30
Sat., 7:30 to 12:00

Complete Sales & Service
•Kubota
*Wheel Horse
*Toro
•Simplicity
•Sach-Dolmar
*Southland
•Go-Carts

Parts
•Briggs & Stratton
•Tecumseh

companion animal isn't good only
for the kids, but has significant
benefits for adults as well.
Some Benefits
Generally speaking, it has been
known for centuries that the nonjudgemental affection of an
animal for a human was good for
the human. Now, there seems to
be more to it than just a hunch or a
folk-wisdom tradition. Recent
studies indicate that companion
animals help us relieve stress and
depression. Caring for animals
takes our minds off of ourselves
and thereby relaxes us. Studies
have shown that merely petting a
cat or dog reduces blood pressure
significantly.
Heart attack patients whose
families include pets which are
loved have been shown to have
significantly longer survival times
than patients whose families don't
have pets. Evidence is mounting
that having and caring for pets
helps people live longer.
For the elderly, caring for an
animal can give life a sense of purpose. Pet therapy has helped
withdrawn persons interact first
with animals and then through the
animals with other people. This
has been shown to be especially effective in nursing homes, where
pet therapy also provides a pleasant diversion in otherwise routine
schedules.
A pet can also provide companionship for persons who live
alone, and may function as an effective security system as well.
For the young, feeding and caring for a pet teaches responsibility
regarding others. It offers a way
to teach a meaning to life, how to
cope with aging and death, and in
explaining reproduction to
children.
There can be disadvantages,
however. For persons on a fixed
income, the expense of feeding a
pet may become a burden. So can
veterinary care in some instances.
But some animals require less
expenditures than others, some
demand less outdoor activity,
some are less active than others
If you're considering a pet for
yourself or members of your family, talk with your veterinarian
first. Your veterinarian can give
you an idea of which pets might
best match the people you have in
mind or their livestyle, can tell
you how much caring for the pet
will likely cost per year, and
otherwise help you make a wise
decision.

Hog market
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OBITUARIES
Trellis Elmo Boggess

Aubrey B. Cook
Aubrey B. Cook, 79, died Saturday at 9:15 p.m. at his home on Rt.
3, Murray.
He was former owner of Cook's
Grocery at Hazel. A veteran of
World War II, he was a member of
Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Born Oct. 5, 1908, in Model,
Tenn., he was the son of the late
Ambrose Cook and Mary Compton
Cook.
One sister, Mrs. Mabrey
Williams, and one brother, Otho
Cook, also preceded him in death.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Mildred Wilkerson Cook, to whom

he was married on Nov. 16, 1955;
one stepson, Gene Knight and
wife, Barbara, Rt. 3, Murray; one
granddaughter,'Mrs. David (Cindy) Owen; one great-grandchild,
Stacy Knight.
Services will be Tuesday at 10
a.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. David Brasher and the Rev.
C.C. Brasher will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home.

Mrs. Minnie Slayden
Mrs. Minnie Slayden, 97, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, died Sunday at 12:55
a.m. at Community Hospital,
Mayfield.
A retired employee of Merit
Clothing Co., Mayfield, she was a
member of New Home Baptist
Church.
She was preceded in death by
her husband, Cleve Slayden, one
daughter, one son, three sisters
and two brothers.
Mrs. Slayden is survived by two
daughters, Mrs. Dorothy Chapman, Rt. 3, Mayfield, and Mrs.
Lucy Green, Rt. 6, Mayfield; two
sons, James Slayden, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, and Marion Slayden,

Sterling Heights, Mich.; one
brother, Ira Hunt, Charleston, Mo.
Also surviving are 18 grandchildren including Mrs. Robbie
Mayo of Murray; several greatgrandchildren; several greatgreat-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Tuesday at
2.30 p.m. in the. chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The
Rev. Richard McCarver will
officiate.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will follow
In New Home Baptist Church
Cemetery.
Friends may call from 4 to 9
p.m. tonight (Monday) at the
funeral home.

Wallace Redell Hooks
Wallace Redell Hooks, 66, of
5888 Princeton Rd., Cadiz, died
Friday at 6:22 p.m. at Lourdes
Hospital. Paducah. His death
followed a long illness.
A retired Civil Service employee
at Fort Campell, he was an Army
veteran of World War H and a'
member of Hopkinsville Lodge
No. 37 of Free and Accepted
Masons. He was of Baptist faith.
Born June 10, 1922, in Trigg
County, he was the son of the late
Milton Hooks and Peachie
Wallace Hooks.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Myrtlene Allen Hooks; three sons,
Wallace Romaine Hooks and S.
Patrick Hooks, Cincinnati, Ohio,
and James T. Hooks, Louisville;
one brother, Billy Joe Hooks,
Trigg County; eight grandchildren; several cousins in
Calloway County.

Services are today at 1:30 p.m.
in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral
Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Jerry
Raley, the Rev. Marshall Fortner
and the Rev. Carl Noel are officiating. Music is by Martha Fortner, organist, and Rev. and Mrs.
Jerry Raley, singers.
Active pallbearers are Ronnie
Hooks, William Hooks, Brad
Hooks, Chris Hooks, Alvis Allen,
Jerry Tyler, Scotty Waits and
Greg Allen.
Honorary pallbearers are
Charles Perry Cunningham, the
Rev. Frank E. Stallins, James
Allen, Jerry Ford, Billy Joe
Nichols, Mike Waits, Steve Allen,
Jeff Hooks and Jerry Hooks, along
with former employees of Mr.
Hooks at Fort Campbell.
Burial will follow in Hematite
Cemetery in the Land Between the
Lakes.

Mrs. Hazel Locke
Final rites for Mrs. Hazel Locke
were Sunday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home. The Rev. E.F.
Clere and the Rev. Ron Cook officiated. Music was by Jimmy and
Linda Wilson.
Active pallbearers were Robert
Locke, Tim Locke, Dickey Locke,
Mickey Locke, Marion Johnson
and Toby Bowker.
Honorary pallbearers were Lyle
Pridemore, Richard Jones, David
Garland, Mac Hulse, Jack Grey
and Jerry Hicks.

Burial was in ColdwaterCkwch
of Christ Cemetery.
Mrs. Locke, 81, died Friday at
11:15 a.m. at Long Term Care Unit
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
She is survived by one daughter,
Mrs. Dorothy Pridemore, Murray; three sons, Gene Locke and
wife, Mary, Rt. 3, Benton, Bobby
Locke and wife, Patsy, Rt. 1, Murray, and Tom Locke, Rt. 3, Murray; three brothers, Burl, Earl
and Denzil Scott; 17 grandchildren; 15 great-grandchildren.

Trellis Elmo Boggess, 63, of Rt.
3, Murray, died Saturday at 7 a.m.
at Veterans Administration
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
An Army veteran of World War
II, he was a member of Elm Grove
Baptist Church and Temple Hill
Lodge No. 276 Free and Accepted
Masons.
Born March 24, 1924, in
Calloway County, he was the son
of Hampton (Doc) Boggess and
Clemmie Dunn Boggess.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Kathleen Duncan Boggess, to
whom he was married on July 10,
1942; one daughter, Mrs. Darrel
(Vicky) Cleaver, Rt. 1, Almo; one
son, Mickey Boggess and wife,
Carita, Memphis, Tenn.; his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Boggess,
Rt. 3, Murray.
Also surviving are one sister,
Mrs. Ruby Donelson, Rt. 3, Murray; one brother, Hampton Boggess Jr. and wife, Doris, Rt. 1,
Dexter; six grandchildren, Alan
Jourden, Adam Jourden, Michael
Boggess, Mark Boggess, Mitzi
Boggess and Mona Boggess; three
stepgrandchildren, Brad Cleaver,
Sherri Lamb and Terri Lamb; one
great-grandson, Justin Boggess.
The funeral will be today at 3

Easley wins
debate tourney;
Helm second
Murray High's Eric Easley
finished first
the recent West
Regional Deb
Tournament at
Bullitt Cent
High School in
Shepherdsville. The tourney is
sponsored by the Kentucky High
School Speech League.
Easley defeated Calloway
County's Amy Helm in the championsOlp round of the LincolnDouglas debate. Calloway
County's Matt Yuill finished
fourth.

Also surviving are her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Foster, Paris; two
sisters, Mrs. Mary Virginia Hutcherson, Paris, and Mrs. Mary
Ann Woods, Columbus, Ohio; four
brothers, Dorris T. Foster,
Charles Foster, Glenn Foster and
Leo Foster, all of Paris; two
grandchildren.
The funeral is today at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Williams Funeral
Home, Paris. Burial will follow in
Greenwood Cemetery there.
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p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The
Rev. David Brasher and the Rev.
C.C. Brasher will officiate. Bobbie
Burkeen and Juanita Lee will present the music.
Pallbearers will be Eddie Boggess, Joey Boggess, Mark Boggess, Michael Boggess, Max Boyd
and David Durham.
Burial will follow in Murray
Memorial Gardens with Masonic
rites to be conducted at the
gravesite.

William Earl Parker, 84, of 506
South 13th St., Murray, died Saturday at 7:52 a.m. at Murray.
Calloway County Hospital.
A retired painter, he was a
member of Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Born Nov. 22, 1903, in Calloway
County, he was the son of the late
Luther Thomas Parker and Minnie Lee Suite' Parker.
He also was preceded in death
by one daughter, Mrs. Barbara
Hill, and one son, Kenneth Parker.

FDA concerned over misleading ads
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Food and Drug Administration
says it is concerned about possibly
misleading advertisements that
describe regular aspirin use as a
way to prevent heart attacks.
The agency has summoned the
nation's aspirin makers to a
meeting this week to discuss to
what degree they can make that
claim in their ads, an FDA official
said Sunday.
The meeting is scheduled for
Wednesday at the agency's headquarters in Rockville, Md. It
comes a month after The New

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"Those that fly may fight again,
Which he can never do that's slain.
Hence timely running's no mean
part
Of conduct, in the martial art."
- Samuel Butler.
Today's South did well to avoid
the ill-fated diamond finesse. Unfortunately he wasn't farsighted
enough to prepare for the bad club
break.
West cashed his heart king and
shifted to a trump. South won dummy's ace, led back to his queen and
led a second heart toward dummy's
queen. West took his ace and exited
with a third heart, South discarding
his low diamond. South then got
careless. He cashed the ace and king
of clubs and conceded two more
clubs when they failed to break. He
was down one in a game that should
have made.
South did well to avoid the diamond finesse. West's opening bid
screamed loudly-that it was bound
to failr,However, when the bad club
break was revealed, South should
have reverted to the diamond suit.
He should have cashed his diamond
ace, returned to dummy with a high
trump and thrust West on lead by
leading the diamond queen. On this,
South would discard a club, and his
last club would go on the ruff and
discard forced on West.
A suit once disdained need not
suffer banishment forever.

2-29-A
NORTH
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Q6 2
•Q J
4A 7 6 2
EAST
WEST
464
$75
V 10 9 4
IV A K J 83
•10 5 4 2
•K 9 8 7 3
•J 10 9 5
-4Q
SOUTH
•Q J 10 9 2
•7 5
•A 6
•K8 43
Vulnerable: Both
Dealer: West
The bidding:
South
East
North
West
24
1V
Dbl.
Pass
44
Pass
34
Pass
Pass
Pass
Pass
Opening lead: Heart king
LEAD WITH THE ACES
2-29-5

South holds:
•A6
'KJ 5
•10 9 8 3

England Journal of Medicine
published preliminary results of a
study showing that aspirin taken
every other day could reduce the
risk of heart attacks in middleaged men.
"We do have some concerns
about this," said FDA spokesman
Donald McLearn.

Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Evia Thomas Parker, to whom he
was married on Oct. 3, 1931; two
daughters, Mrs. Charles (Sue)
Broach, Calvert City, and Mrs.
Sonny (Sylvia I Sanders,
Elizabethtown; one son, Billy T.
Parker, Florence, S.C.
three sisters, Mrs. Aslee Ritchie,
Paducah, Mrs. Lochie Kensella,
St. Louis, Mo., and Mrs. James
Vinell I Patterson, New Concord;
10 grandchildren; several greatgrandchildren.
The funeral is today at 1 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home
of Murray. Henry Hargis and John
Dale are officiating. Jerry Bolls is
directing the song service.
Pallbearers are Buddy Anderson, Dale Hughes, James Suiter,
Frank Hill, Noby Carraway and
Steve Carraway.
Burial will follow in Sinking Spring Cemetery.
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NEED INSURANCE?
...Get The Best...
*$1,000,000

Major Medical-For Individuals
*Excellent Rates on Medicare Supplement
*Personalized Life Insurance (Term-Business Ins.Universal Life-IRA-Annuities - We Have It All)
*Group Insurance...Our Specialty
*Temporary Major Medical
305 N. 4th Murray

753-7273

East
1 NT

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Ingersoll Rand
derrico
Kmart

Call Bennett & Associates
North
All pass

ANSWER: Diamond 10. Clubs may
be stronger, but the solid sequence
is more attractive.

FINAL WINTER
CLEARANCE SALE!

Send bridge questions to The Aces, PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
Copyriglit. tfit United Feature Syndicate
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Murray

*Visa-MC Accepted
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Call For a Super Installation Special
On Murray Cablevision's Newest Service!
r`

SIGN UP NOW and RECEIVE A FREE GIFT...While Supplies Last!
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11.11ii Whit.. c.,kivv.•tf.1
Grovel .110 Dirt.

1.04
1.00
1.00
1.00

William Earl Parker

Prices as of 10 a.m.

Mrs. Carolyn Jean Woods
Mrs. Carolyn Jean Woods, 40, of
1020 Reynolds St., Paris, Tenn.,
was pronounced dead on arrival at
Henry County Medical Center,
Paris, early Thursday morning.
She had been in ill health.
Born. Jan. 28, 1948, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of William Thomas
Foster and Farrah Tharpe Foster.
She was a member of Faith Tabernacle Church of God in Christ.
She is survived by her husband,
Robert Woods, to whom she was
married on June 20, 1972; three
daughters, Carol Beatrice Foster,
Murray, Melinda Williams,
Mangfield, Tenn., and Dana
Williams, Paris; three sons,
Charles Williams, Edward Woods
and Christopher Woods, all of
Paris.
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Rewarding
experience

Martin scores 28, sets record

MSU escapes scare,
clinches tie in OW
By CLAY WALKER
MURRAY ST.80
Sports Editor
13-0
a
to
out
raced
State
Murray
TENN.TECH 75
lead and held off several TenMURRAY STATIC
Martin 12-18 4-7 28. Ogden 6-7 0-0 12, Sias 3-8 5-5
nessee Tech comebacks for an
11. MAIM 5-7 4-6 16. King 2-7 1.27. Gold 0-0 0-0 0.
80-75 Ohio Valley Conference win
Robbins 0-0 0-0 0. Brooks 0-1 0-1 0, MeClatchey 2.3
0-04, Foster 1-1 0-02
at Racer Arena on Saturday
Totals 31-52 14-21 90
afternoon.
TENNESSEE
Rodgers 3-6 3-3 9, Wise 7-17 2-2 17. Bablc 44 1-2 9.
The win left Murray State, 12-1
Avery 7.1.2 3-4 22. Walker 540.0 10. Hayes 0-3 0-0
in the OVC and 17-8 overall, in first
0. Manuel 2-6 0-04, Perry 2-3 0-0 4.
Totals 30-61 9-11 75.
place and clinched at least a tie for
Halftime score—Murray St. 38, Tennessee
the conference championship. Tech 32. 3-point goals—Tennessee Tech 6-11
Middle Tennessee, 10-2, avoided (Avery 54. Wise 1-5). Murray St. 4.11 (Mann 2-4.
King 2-5, Martin 0-1, Brooks 0-1 ). Fouled
giving Murray the title outright, at
out—None . Rebounds—Tennessee Tech 26
5?. Murray St 26 lOgder. 6?
1Bablc
a
with
days,
least for two more
Assists—Teitnillisse Tech 15 (Avery 4?, Murray
73-70 win at Austin Peay on SaturSt. 15(Mann 7). Total fouls—Tennessee Tech 20,
Murray St. 15.
day night.
Attendance-4.190.
over
all
jumped
State
Murray
Tech, taking a 13-0 lead before the
halftime lead.
Golden Eagles could knock down
"After the first five minutes of
their first basket, that being an
the first half, they did a nice job of
Earl Wise 3-pointer coming at the
taking away our passing lanes,"
15:34 mark.
MSU coach Steve Newton said.
"We were just pumped up and
ready to play," MSU guard Don "We had to make adjustments at
halftime and the kids were very
Mann said. "We wanted to get this
game over with and behind us. I coachable and went out and did
what they had to in the second
think we kind of stunned them."
King had opened the scoring for half."
The Racers began rebuilding
MSU, hitting a 3-pointer just 14
seconds into the game. Mann then their early first-half cushion when
scored on a layup and forward Ogden and Martin put in back-toback layups for a 42-34 lead. But
Chris Ogden hit a turnaround
Tech battled back to within two
eight-footer.
Center Carl Sias gave Murray a points on a Milos Babic layup.
MSU went on an 11-2 run, started
9-0 lead when he blocked a shot
and took off with the loose ball for when Martin fed Ogden for a
a powerful two-handed slam. powerful dunk. Robert McClatOgden canned another jump shot chey then found the handle on a
and King fed Jeff Martin for an loose bail and laid it in from four
easy lay-up before Wise canned feet out, giving MSU a 50-42 edge.
Tech was able to free Anthony
his bomb.
"We knew that they'd be ready Walker for a short jumper, but the
to play us," Martin said. "We got stretch was capped by a Martin
out to a big lead, but we knew that layup and free throw, giving MSU
they weren't going to quit and they a 55-44 cushion.
Tech continued to battle, as
fought back.
When we were making our run, Wise and Rodgers connected on
I wasn't even scoring," he added. back-to-back.ho9ps before Martin
"I think that shows how good our brought the—Mae down with a
one-handed slam giving MSU a
team is."
Middle battled back, trimming nine-point lead.
That lead ballooned back up to
the lead to five off a Jerome
Rodgers tip-in with 1:42 to go. 12 when Mann nailed a 3-pointer
Rodgers also hit one of two free with 7:56 left and on a Martin
throws, but Martin hit an eight- 18-footer at the 6:48 mark.
footer to give Murray a 38-32 (Cont'd on page 9)

Martin guiding
Murray State to
conference title

Murray State forward Linsie Foster (42) and center Robert McClatchey watch a ball fall through for the
Racers in their 80-75 win over Tennessee Tech on Saturday. McClatehey barely beat Foster to the ball to get
Stet photo by David Tuck
credit for the tip-in.

Regional hoops

Kentucky shifts to Manuel for 62-58 victory over Syracuse
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP — It wasn't a
rookie performance by Kentucky freshman
Eric Manuel, at least not in the eyes of his
coach.
Manuel scored seven of Kentucky's final
eight points as the 12th-ranked Wildcats
overcame a nine-point deficit in the second
half to defeat No. 10 Syracuse 62-58 in a nationally televised game Sunday.
"I have to go out in every ballgame and
do as I did today," Manuel said of his performance that included four rebounds and
three assists. "I'm still a freshman. There

are still times I get nervous out on the
court."
Kentucky Coach Eddie Sutton said
Manuel "is not a freshman. He is a seasoned player. He plays like a senior."
Manuel's performance helped Kentucky
overcome the absence of standout guard
Rex Chapman, who was sidelined after
fracturing a bone in his lower back last
Wednesday.
"We came out and played the way we're
supposed to play, even though Rex was
hurt," said Manuel, who came into the

game averaging six points and 2.7
rebounds.
Manuel gave Kentucky a 57-56 lead on a
three-point play with 2:26 remaining in the
game. And after Syracuse's Rony Seikaly
hit two free throws at 1:30, he gave the
Wildcats the lead for good at 59-58 on a
baseline jumper 35 seconds later.
Syracuse's Sherman Douglas missed
jumpers with 25 and 15 seconds to go. On
the second shot, Manuel grabbed the rebound and drove the length of the floor for
an uncontested dunk for a 61-58 edge with

seven seconds remaining.
Rob Lock was intentionally fouled by
Douglas after picking off a floor-length
pass and sank one free throw with four
seconds to go for the final margin. Kentucky ran off the final seconds to improve
its record to 20-5.
"Manuel is a good shooter," Syracuse
Coach Jim Boeheim said. "When he gets
more comfortable, he will come along fine
He is still a freshman."
Forward Winston Bennett led the
Wildcats with 15 points.

Cardinals clinch share of Metro in 87-82 win over Hokies
BLACKSBURG, Va.(AP) — Louisville's
home court will be a welcomed relief for
Coach Denny Crum when the Cardinals
entertain Memphis State in tonight's Metro
Conference game, a contest that could give
Louisville the league title outright.
"I was very pleased and proud to win today because road victories have been so
hard to come by in this league," Crum said
after Louisville beat Metro foe Virginia
Tech 87-82 Saturday. Center Pervis Ellison
scored 21 points and grabbed 22 rebounds to

ensure at least a share of the title for the
Cardinals.
"The scheduling in the league has been
weird this year," Crum said. "You play a
lot of games at home and then a lot on the
road or vice versa. I was particularly proud
of the way our kids sucked it up and played
hard because we have had a lot of injuries
and illnesses lately."
At worst, Louisville will wind up in a tie
with Virginia Tech for the league title if the
Cardinals lose to Memphis State and the

Hokies win their last two games.
The Cardinals opened with 2-0, but lost
the lead quickly to Virginia Tech. The
Hokies held onto the lead throughout most
of the first half, opening it up to as much as
23-14 on a jump shot by Bimbo Coles with
11:06 remaining.
But Louisville began chopping away at
the margin on an 8-2 run. Mike Abram hit a
driving layup to cut the Hokies' lead to 25-22
with 8:59 left in the first half.
Herbert Crook, who added a game total

22 points, scored four of the Cardinals' last
six points in the half, giving the lead back to
Louisville with a one-point margin, 39-38,
before the break.
"Pervis and Herbert (Crook both played
well today," Crum said. "And when they
do, everyone else does. They're our glue
and they led us well today."
The Hokies never regained the lead in the
second half, as Louisville widened it to as
much as 10 points.

When Murray State basketball
coach Steve Newton says that Jeff
Martin's single-season scoring
record is a team effort, he really
means it.
The Racers have relied on the
"team" concept all season long
and the rewards are only one
game away as Murray hosts Middle Tennessee for the conference
championship tonight.
Martin, MSU's All-OVC forward, scored 28 points to break
and add five points to Claude Virdon's 657 points in 1969. Martin
leads the nation's junior class in
scoring and is already MSU's alltime leader in blocked shots.
Before he leaves Murray, the
Cherry Valley, Ark., native will
break Howie Crittenden's all-time
scoring mark and be remembered
as the finest player ever to wear
Murray's blue and gold.
As impressive as Martin's
numbers are, he has not lifted
Murray to its 12-1 OVC record
alone.
Newton and the Racer coaching
staff have built a team around
Martin and junior point guard Don
Mann that is tops in the OVC in
talent and depth.
The key ingredient in this year's
squad has been Martin, but the
key difference in comparing the
team to last year's 13-15 team is
Carl Sias.
The 6-8 senior center ended his
U.S. Army career a bit early to
join the Racers. Other teams were
interested in him, but a full
scholarship and chance at a conference title brought him to MSU.
"I'm just around a good group of
people," Sias said, when asked
about the possibility of an OVC title in his only .season with the
Racers. "I chose the right team.
It's as simple as that."
Sias is behind Martin and Mann
in scoring, averaging 8.3 points going into Saturday afternoon's 80-75
win over Tennessee Tech.
MSU has also had help from
newcomers Paul King, Terence
Brooks and Jeff Robbins.
Chris Ogden, MSU's leading rebounder might as well be a
newcomer. The sophomore has
been a completely different player
since a disappointing freshman
season. He leads the team in rebounds and is fourth in scoring
King, a 6-3 freshman, starts for
MSU and combines with Brooks to
keep the defense from keying on
Mann with superb 3-point
shooting. Since OVC play began.
Brooks is hitting better than 53
percent from beyond the bonus
stripe and King is at 52 percent.
Robbins' role is to spell Mann
for a good two or three minutes a
game. It doesn't sound like much,
but replacing someone of Mann's
ability is a tough job for however
(Cont'd on page 9)
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Heart-tugging 'games of drama' end in tribute to sports, world peace
By STEVE WILSTEIN
AP Sports Writer
CALGARY, Alberta — The
wildest Winter Olympics, etched
by the skates of Boitano and Witt
and stamped by the skis of the Flying Finn, Tomba is Bomba and
Eddie the Eagle, ended in a joyous
tribute to sports and world peace
These were Games of grand performances and heart-tugging
drama and they closed Sunday
night with flashy skating, raucous
dancing, a million "yah-hoos" and
many a tear rolling down cheeks
America roared for Bonnie
Blair, wept for Dan Jansen and
suffered with Debi Thomas.
Canada basked in the glory of
Brian Orser, Liz Manley and
Karen Percy and did itself proud
by hosting all nations with style
and charm
Tiny Soviet skater Ekaterina
Gordeeva lit up the Games with a
brilliant smile and jubilant ballet

and became a symbol of her country's grace in victory.
The Soviets made many new
friends with their personal touch
of glasnost and won renewed
respect by dominating the competition with a record 11 golds,
nine silvers and nine bronzes in 46
events.
These were made-for-TV
Games, the longest in history, 16
days spread over three weekends
for the ratings war, packaged for
prime time but apparently not
worth the $309 million ABC paid
for them. The network says it may
have lost $30 million on its 94
s-hour show, the same amount
the Games organizers think they
made.
The U.S. Olympic Committee
asked New York Yankees boss
George Steinbrenner to probe
America's failure to win more
than six medals, its worst showing
relative to the number of medals

available since the Games began
In 1924. On the last day, U.S
bobsledders missed a bronze by
just two-hundredths of a second.
Canada also is investigating
why its heavy spending on Olympic training resulted in only five
medals, none of them gold.
East Germany didn't quite
catch the Soviets, finishing with
nine golds and 25 medals overall,
but it gave the Games some of
their greatest performers.
Katarina Witt wowed the figure
skating judges and crowd as she
tap-danced in blue feathers to
"Hello, Dolly," then seduced them
as the temptress "Carmen" to win
the gold.
"I am Carmen," she said, and
there was little disagreement
The 22-year-old East German
beauty with the flair of a
Hollywood actress left her fans a
final memory with a double encore show in the exhibition Sunday

night.
Brian Boitano, a Nureyev on
skates from Sunnyvale, Calif..
leaped higher than anyone in his
gold medal routines, and thrilled
the crowd with his swashbuckling
closing show.
No 13kater. though, pumped up
the fans as much as Canada's kids,
Man Orser and the silver belle,
Liz Manley. Each received
thunderous standing ovations Sunday and gave the crowds glittering
farewells.
Debi Thomas, too, made an
emotional departure after letting
the gold literally slip away Saturday night in one of her worst performances ever and settling for
bronze.
She recovered a little on Sunday
and skated out her blues in a shimmering gold dress.
World records were set in nearly
all the speed skating events

The grief of Dan Jansen's heart-breaking falls after the death of his
4P
sister was shared by American viewers.
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Ramsey jumper lifts Tech past Lady Racers 81-79

5

By DAVID RAME
Sports Writer
The Murray State Lady Racers
lost a heartbreaking 81-79 contest
to Tennessee Tech Saturday afternoon in Racer Arena.
Cecilia Ramsey sank a baseline
jumper with :01 remaining in the
game to give the Golden Eaglettes
the victory, pushing them past the
Lady Racers and into sole possesion of second place in the Ohio
Valley Conference.
"All the credit goes to Tennessee Tech," Lady Racer coach
Bud Childers said. "They came in
to our house and played a complete basketball game."

The Lady Racers played without
starter Karen Johnson. The 6-0
sophomore forward was back
home in Memphis, attending her
father's funeral.
"I can only think what might
have been if Karen Johnson would
have been able to play, but I'm
proud of our girls for rallying
around her loss," Childers said.
MSU put four players in double
figures, paced by Sheila Smith's
20. Rona Poe had 18, Michelle
Wenning tossed in 16, and Tawnya
Pierce came off the bench for 13.
But the Lady Racers could not
counter the inside play of Tech,
whose two post players combined

for 50 points, with Renay Adams
tossing in 29 and Melinda Clayton
adding 21
The Lady Racers fell behind
midway through the first half,
trailing by as much as 10 with 5:15
remaining when Adams scored inside. A pair of free throws by both
Pierce and Smith, and Pierce
scoring on a layup from a great
pass from Smith, cut the lead to
four. Adams answered back, but
then Pierce scored nine of the last
13 points in the half to give MSU a
three-point halftime advantage at
42-39.
Pierce, who usually plays inside, found herself playing

Rewarding experience...
(Coat'd from page 8)
long the time. Robbins showed
that he is learning from the 5-8
starter with a brilliant bounce
pass from just inside halfcourt
that gave Martin an easy layup
Saturday.
The bulk of the credit does go to
Martin and Mann, however. The
Racers have lost only four games
by a total of 12 points since Mann
returned from a seven-game
suspension. Take away a six-point

overtime loss at Memphis State
and the Racers have dropped
three games by a total of six
points.
Mann leads the league in assists
and is among the leaders in scoring, averaging just over 17 points a
game. His real leadership for the
Racers, however, is most evident
in his sparkling ballhandling
abilities and general-like command of the offense.
Martin, meanwhile, has moved

MSU escapes scare...
(Cont'd from page 8)
Tech stayed within striking
distance, however, and Anthony
Avery went on a 3-point spree in
the game's closing moments to endanger an MSU win. Avery knocked in his first bomb with 1:05 left,
cutting the lead to 73-66. He also
nailed 3-pointers at the 46 second
mark and with 37 seconds left, bringing Tech to within 75-72.
MSU calmly canned eight of its
final nine free throws, however,
shutting the door on Tech with a
pair of Martin free throws that
gave the Racers an insurmountable 79-72 lead with only 28
seconds remaining.
"If rewards are in the struggle,
then this was a very rewarding
win for us," Newton said. "We got
out of the gates the way we
wanted, but I have to give Tech
credit. They were patient with
their offense and did a good job of
coming back on us."
Murray was led by Martin, who
picked up 28 points in setting a new
MSU single-season scoring

record, surpassing the 657 standard set by Claude Virdon in 1969.
Mann added 16 points to the
balanced Murray attack. Ogden,
who led Murray with eight rebounds, scored 12 points and Sias
had li.
Tennessee Tech, 5-7 and 12-13,
was led by Avery's 22. Wise added
17.
Murray shot just under 60 percent from the floor and hit 67 percent of its free throws, while outrebounding the Eagles 28-26. Tech
was good on almost half of its field
goals and shot 82 percent from the
line.
Murray State will host Middle
Tennessee at 7:30 tonight. The
Racers could clinch sole possession of the OVC tile with a win. A
loss and Middle would still have to
win at TTU to force a tie.
The Racers are already
guaranteed of hosting the OVC
Tournament, March 11-12, but a
tie could force MSU to meet
Youngstown in an opening round
game on March?.

Lady Racers let results do talking
Staff Report

finishes in the meet, with Diane
Woodside claiming wins in the
shotput (39'10" 1 and triple-jump
(401.5") while Nina Funderburk
won the 800-meter run in 2:10.21
and Jackie Murzynowski posted a
5:03.66 clocking in the mile.
Murzynowski's and Funderburk's times and Woodside's
triple-jump finish each set new
Murray State records, along with
two records from Jennie Kelly, a
7.29 clocking in the 55-meter dash
and a 25.55 time in the 200-meter
dash.
Funderblirk also took a second
in the 400-meter event while Ann
Hines took second in the shotput
and Amy Anderson was second in
the high jump.
Woodside and Funderburk will
compete at Arkansas State in the
triple jump and 800-meter run,
respectively, in hopes of qualifying for the national championships
March 11 in Oklahoma City, OK.

Lady netters split matches at UTC

•••=.1

The Murray State Lady Racer
tennis team improved to 5-2
overall with a win and loss at Chattanooga, Tenn. over the weekend
Playing without No. 1 seed Sally
Henle, sidelined with tendonitis,
the Lady Racers lost 1-8 to host
University of Tennessee.
Chattanooga on Saturday.
Sherry Chong defeated Michelle
Leroux 6-2, 6-0 in the No. 4 singles
to post the only MSU victory.
But the Lady Racers came back
on Sunday to hand Samford
University a 7-2 decision.
Murray won the No. 2 through
No. 5 singles matches, with Bobbie
Koehn defeating Linda Krajeck
6-2, 6-0; Celine Nefkes handing
Michelle Schambeau a 2-6, 6-3, 6-1
loss; Alice Johnson beating Mary
Neel 6-2, 6-3; and Chong defeating
Pam Kohenberg 6-3, 6-2
The Lady Racers also swept the
doubles play, with Henle and
Chong defeating RubinoSchambeau 7-5, 6-3; Koehn.
Johnsonbeating KohenbergKrajeck 6-3, 4-6, 6-4; and NefkesNan DeFabio defeating Neel.
Baird6-1, 6-3
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THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY
753-8355

901 SYCAMORE

Basketball
404 15
21 31
296 21
16 38
Pacific Division
45 9
833
L A Lakers
611 12
33 21
Portland
518 17
29 27
Seattle
17 37
315 214
Phoenix
269 ao
14 38
llolden State
231 32
12 40
L.A Clippers
Saturday's Games
Indiana 106. New Jersey 96
Portland 123 Atlanta 120
Milwaukee 94. Chicago 91
Dallas 100. Philadelphia 91
Washington 116, Phoenix 106
Los Angeles Clippers 97 Cleveland 96
Seattle-414, Golden State 111
Setiday's Games
.
Detroit 106, Boston 101
Denver 109. New York 100
Houston 106. San Antonio 95
Los Angeles Lakers 111 Phoenix 97

EASTERN CONFERE NICE
Atlantic Division
VA
L Pct. GH
696 39 17
Boston
407 1 fi
22 32
New York
407 16
22 32
Philadelphia
396 16%
32
21
Washington
222 26
12 42
New Jersey
Central Division
660 —
35 in
Detroit
1
636
35 20
Atlanta
31 24
5
564
Chicago
547 6
29 24
Milwaukee
537
29 25
Indiana
28 28
500 8%
Cleveland
ESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
14, L Pd
GB
37 17
685
Dallas
33 20
3- %
Denver
623
604
32 21
44
Houston
50Q
27 26
Utah

San Antoni.,
Sacramento

The Top Twenty teams in The Associated
Press college basketball poll. with first place votes in parentheses total points basdo
e
20-19-18 17-16-15-14-13-12-11-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-21. records through Feb 28 and last week's
ranking
Record Pts Pvs
I
25- 1 1234
1Tempie4.4l
24- 2 1165
2
2 Purdue 112,
3
26- 2 1126
3 Arizona 31
4
26- 2 1114
4 Oklahoma 41
25- 3 906
5 Nev •Las Vegas
690
21- 4
6 North Carolina

7.Pittsburgh
entucky
,
8..
9
:e
10, Michigan
I 1

20- 4
20- 5
20-5
22- 5

Ir•••••

12 Syracuse
13.Georgia Tech
14 Bradley
15 Brigham Young
16.N Carolina St
17 Wyoming
18.Loyola, Calif
19 Vanderbilt
20 Xavier. Ohio

21- 7
21- 6
22- 4
23- 3
20- 6
22- 5
24- 3
18- 7
22- 3

802
786
679
668

6
12

SW 1

13

7

572 10
442 20
434 14
425 11
394 18
314 16
250 19
171 17
—
45

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 S. SYCAMORE

753-8355

Read the want ads

Darcy's

PizzaS Villa

FREE

Coffee
your ticket stub
after the MSU
Basketball game.
Open 7 Days
A Week
753-0900

CLIP FOR REMINDER

FINAL
NOTICE
ENROLL
NOW
IN THE
WORLD
FAMOUS

PARKER sALEs2rikx,left to right, Terry McCully, Ron Wright, Rotiger Mayer. Nick Than and Keith William.
join partner Jsmes Parker in admiring the new 1988 Lincoln Continental.

THE NEW 1988 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

DALE
CARNEGIE
COUR E®

Tennis

Staff Report

Murray likely will face Tech in
the first round in the OVC tournament, which will be held in
MTSU's Alumni Physical Education Building, a tiny gym which
currently does not have any
seating.
"We're going to get another shot
at Tennessee Tech," Childers
said. "And hopefully we'll be at
full strength."

29, 195X

with

Track

The results speak for
themselves, Murray State University womens' track coach
Margaret Simmons said after the
Lady Racers won the Ohio Valley
Conference Indoor Meet at Middle
Tennessee State University
Saturday.
Murray set five school records
during the meet, won 129-127 over
MTSU after the last event. Murray's mile relay team of Kim
Koehler, Amy Anderson, Paula
Reed and Nina Funderburk posted
a second-place finish while Middle
finished third to provide the winning margin.
Eastern Kentucky finished third
at 106 while Tennessee State was
fourth with 26 points.
"We took 14 kids and 13 of the 14
took season highs," Simmons said
after the final OVC indoor team
meet of the season. "That's all
that needs to be said."
Murray claimed four first-place

back into the No. 4 spot among the
nation's leading scorers. While
Tennessee State's Anthony Mason
will likely be named the OVC
Player of the Year, Martin has
helped make Newton a lock for the
Coach of the Year award. After all,
the Racers were picked to finish
fifth in the OVC and will end up in
at least a tie for the championship.
Individual recognition isn't what
Martin is after, however. He
doesn't pay much attention to personal records — he doesn't know
he's reached another milestone
until the public address anouncer
says so. His mind is on the OVC,
something he has control over
unlike player of the year awards
and such.
While Martin might not be playing for individual awards or scoring records, they will surely come
as he guides the Racers to a
remarkable year.
Plaques and trophies take a
back seat to an OVC ring for Martin. His reward will come tonight
if the Racers can knock off
Middle.

Johnson's small forward slot, as
Childers went to a big lineup to
counter the strong Tech inside
play.
"I thought Tawnya did a good
job playing the three," Childers
said. "But it was very obvious that
their two inside girls were a lot
strong than our two inside girls."
The second half was nip-andtuck all the way. MSU found
themselves down by 3, with :33 left
on the clock. Sheila Smith sank a
16 foot jumper on the right wing
and was fouled by Clayton, sinking
the charity toss.
Ramsey found herself doubleteamed on the baseline, and with
time running out, sank the
16-footer. A last-second desperation heave by Poe fell short.
For the game MSC shot 47 percent from the floor and 75 percent
from the line, with 'VU shooting
56 percent and 65 percent respectively. MSU outrebounded TTU
35-32.
The Lady Racers host the OVC
leader Middle Tennessee. The
Lady Raiders have already clinched the conference championship.
MSU takes on MTSU at 5:15 p.m.
In Racer Arena.

MONDA1'. FERRI ARV

The Lady Racers resume competition March 8-16 in the Border
Olympics Tournament in Laredo,
Texas.

Racers lose 5-2
to Memphis St.
Staff Report

The Murray State University
tennis Racers dropped to 3-3 on the
year with a 5-2 loss to Memphis
State University this weekend
The Racers picked up one
singles victory, Mathias Arrselt's
6-2, 6-1 win over Robert Fly in the
No. 2 singles competition, and one
doubles win, with Wretlund-,Wohl
handing Fly-Buoni a 6-2, 6-1 loss in
the only doubles competition.
Other singles action included
Tony Wretlund losing to Sergio
Castello 6-3, 6-4; Jonas
Bergraham losing to Lars Nillson
6-3, 6-3; Geir Sjoebert losing to
Simon Edmunds 2-6, 6-4, 7-5;
Tomas Hult losing 6-1, 6-1 to Ulf
Einerth, and Phil Murray losing
6-2, 6-3 to Nick Buoni.
The match was the first of the
year for the 1.0 Tigers

Here are the benefits of the
DALE CARNEGIE COURSE' :
*More self confidence
*Leadership
*Human Relations
*Speak more effectively to groups
*Executive skills
*Selling ideas
'Set meaningful goals
*Sell yourself more effectiveli
'Develop more enthusiasm
'Improve your memory
*Break the worry habit

AT
Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury
The nok Lincoln Continental is the ultimate combination of technological sophistication and luxury. Consider these standaRI features:•HI lilt heel (Iri‘e•3.81,
\ _6 engine•Viiiti_port fuel injection•\titonidlic (TO! I\e
Zi/II• SPIV('
[Wake SNsteni I \liSi
•-i-\\ hod (list
SCI1Siti‘e. po‘ker rack-and-pinion stocl'illg
\\ it li sell-diagnostics•Independent rear suspension•Computer-controlled scispenin•Electronic. Automatic' Climate Control \\ lii 5111111 oil sensor•Tinted ;.;lass
\\lir\ I swirl
deo ri
incliA‘s•I
•l'oActr antenna. (loci!' locks
cassette audio sssteni—and 11111(11 1114)11'1. •

LINCOLN. What a luxury car should be.

ENROLLMENT LIMITED
For Informaftot S Reservations
Call Toll FrIle 1-800-262-5448
or 753-5171
Sponsored by Murray-Calloway
C nt Chornbor of Commorco,

Quallty
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Cars

You get our 6- Year/tiV AV-Moe-Powerva,r, Vkavan4 and 6-Year/100 000-Mdt, ,,,•,•
soon Protection on every new 1988 car we sell Deductible and restrictions app4 Ask
any of our people to show and explain this tirmted warranty to you

West Kentucky and West Tennessee's Oldest
FORD
FORD
Volume Dealer
DALE CARNEGIE
COURSES
Presen • •y

Charing D. Eubank
& Assoolatos, Inc.

MERCURY

MERCURY

LINCOLN

LINCOLN

Parker
Ford-Lincoln-Mercury

701 Main Street

•

(502) 753 5273

Murray, KY 42071
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Notice

Roy's Discount
Pharmacy

Jewelry Repair
& Cleaning
Necklaces, rings
bracelets & etc

Ask for Jenny

753-2380
Olympic Plaza

Notice

2

ATTENTION TRUCK
DRIVERS WITH FLAT
BED TAILERS for sale
1/2 price or less, tarps,
chains, binders, nylon
straps. Call 492-8806 or
write P.0 Box 671,
Murray, Ky.
FOR Stanley home
products call Martha
Hutchens, 135 4322. Ask
about specials with free
Valentine gift.
NEW CONCORD
Family Hair Station
now taking appoint
ments for the Wulff
Tanning bed. $3 per 30
minutes. 436-2714.

2

Notice

CANCER
INSURANCE
No Age limit to apply
If your present policy
Is over 5 years old, it
may not cover some
of
the
newer
treatments such as
chemotherapy For
free information call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree local claim

Find source
• •of sinus woes
DEAR DR. GOTT: Several doctors
have told my son that he has hay fever
and sinus trouble. He has problems
breathing all the time. Last year he
worked with grain. Before that he was
in shipping in a metal fabrication
plant.
DEAR READER Grain workers
are exposed to a variety of dusts and
molds that can cause allergy problems. Furthermore, many people develop extreme sensitivity to other
sources of air pollution, such as dust
mites in the horne, tobacco smoke and
vapors. I believe that by identifying
the sutstance(or substances)to which
your son is reacting, he can then consider avoiding these compounds or undergoing desensitization shots to reduce his symptoms. He should ask his
doctor to refer him to an allergist for
testing.
DEAR DR. GOTT- I've had faulty
equilibrium trouble for many years. I

2

Proprioception, the ability to recognize the positions of various body
parts, is dependent on a detailed and
sophisticated pathway of nerves that
begin in tendons and muscles, enter
the spinal cord and travel to the brain.

THE Gold Nugget
south side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247 6762
Diamonds, black hills
gold, 14kt. gold chains
"We sell for less!" "We
guarantee it." Jimmy
Thompson Jeweler
TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video
tape. $3.50 per 50 ft
reel, tape included.
Free pick-up and deliv
ery. Call Donna Dar
nell, Video Production
Specialties 759-9216.

Do you chew tobacco,
smoke cigars or pipe,
or use snuff? Write
for tree samples &
price list to.
WARD'S SPECIALTY
TOBACCO
Route 1, Box 13
Hazel, Ky. 42049
(2 mi west of Hazel on
State Lin Road 893)

492-8580

LIFE 1445 ITS SUNSHINE AND
ITS RAIN,SIR
PAYS AND
ITS NIGHTS„ITS PEAKS
AND ITS VALLEYS..,

LYNDA'S PRETTY
PUNCH PLUS
Route 1, Box 13
Hazel, Ky. 42049
(or call 492-8580 for free
workshop I

2 mi. west of Hazel on
State Line Road 893

5. I.ost and Found
LOST Gold and dia
mond earring in
Murray area, around
January 25th. Sen
timental value. Can
describe. Reward.
Geraldine Mathis, 753
8281.

IT'S RAINING TONIGHT
IN MY VALLEY!

Lost and Found

6

Help

Beagle, female,
black and white, had
collar with name and
phone number Cali
753 2808

Help

6

Wanted

LOST

MAKE MORE MONEY!
FULL OR PART TIME
Men and Women needed to se,
protrtaple brie or Calendars
Pens and Advertising Gies to
Local Business Firms Earn
Weekly commission Set VOW
Own Hours Prompl FriendIy Service from 79 Year 040 AAA-'
Company No investment or Collections Previous Sales
patience Not Required

TYPESETTER
Needed
Experience necessary.
Paid vacation, insurance and retirement benefits.
Send resume to
P.O. 1040-L,

Wanted

14

Want to Buy

20 TO 100 acres within 5
miles of Murray. Prefer
North or Southwest
school districts
436-5463.
JUNK cars and trucks
Ask for Larry 753 3633
WANTED: Singer dol
lhouse bedroom furni
ture. 247-1170.
WANTED To buy stand
ing timber, large or
small tracts. Call any
time 901-498-8757.
YOUNG couple inter
ested in buying 1 or 2
acres of land in county. 5
to 10 miles from town
Prefer well with septic
tank. 759-1959 after
1:30P.M.

Murray, Ky.
42071
NOW hiring. Your area
$13,550 to $59,180 im
mediate openings. Call
1 (315)733 6063 Ext. F
2558.
RN Director of Nursing
needed for 118 bed facil
ity. Experience preferred
but not absolutely neces
sary. Must have strong
supervisory/ manage
ment and nursing skills.
Excellent benefits &
chance for advancement.
Apply in person at
Oakview Manor, Hwy. 62
East, Calvert City, Ky.
E.O.E., MFHV.

15. Articles for Sale
TSASSETT love seat
hide-a -bed, RCA 13"
remote, color; Sony 19"
TV, color; Sharp 19"
TV, color; leather
lounge chair (rocker,
swivel, recliner);
Schwinn Airedyne eer
cise bike. All like new
reasonable. 7591902 or
759-9867.

Write: Kevin Peeks,
NEWTON MFG. COMPANY, Dept 01158,
Newton, Iowa 50208.

THE FAR SIDE

Situation

CHILDCARE in Har
din. Experienced, car
ing and dependable.
Meals and snacks fur
fished. Have openings
Call me at 437.4678.
1 will keep and care for
a lady in my home in
Hazel. Experienced
Good references 492
8510.
WILL do sewing in my
home. 435 4293

1 1 . Instruction

NOW hiring. Go
ment jobs, skilled and
unskilled. For current
list of jobs & application
call (602) 995-0682 ext.
1323.
SECRETARY with
clerical skills and word
processing ability.
Previous experience
required. Send resume
to: P.O. Box 1402,
Murray or phone 759
1955 ask for Jim.

Wanted

RECEPTIONIST &
general office work Sena
resume to P 0 Box 1223
Murray, KY

Full-Time or
Part-Time

9

6. Help Wanted

✓ XPERIENCED
telemarketers calling
from home Phone 442
6051 from 124P.M only
NEED 5 people to make
appointments for
photographers. Pleas
ant voice and home
phone required to make
extra money Call for
appointment 615-476
5673.
NEED a (ob? 4 openings
now. You may qualify
if: 41)you do not have
GED or your high
school diploma, (2) you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. We are a EOE.
This project is funded
by the Western Ky_
Private Industry
Council- JTPA. Call
--J,T,P,A,--Out Of School
753-9378 between 8:30
12:005 days a week.

For all punch embroidery
supplies, including the
guaranteed Dial-a-Loop
needle and for custommade products, contact:

1G111211:2_____
29

5

Notice

service"

fell backward 13 years ago and hit my
head on frozen ground, but I also had
some problems with balance before
that. I fall a lot. What could cause this
problem?
DEAR READER: Faulty equilibrium can result from damage to either
of two nerve systems: vestibular or
proprioception.
The vestibular system begins in the
tiny gyroscopes,one in each inner ear,
that tell us about head motion and position. These bony, fluid-filled canals
are extremely sensitive sensors of
head movement. When stimulated,
they transmit nerve impulses to the
brain and give us information about
head position. When these vestibular
organs are inappropriately stimulated, such as during a bumpy airplane
flight or on a rough sea, we may experience spatial confusion leading to
motion sickness. Likewise, the vestibular canals.can be inappropriately
stimulated by infections, circulatory
insufficiency or - in rare cases - tumors, which can disrupt normal function to produce vertigo(a sense of violent spinning or turning) that is quite
disabling. Vestibular malfunction is
usually diagnosed and treated by otolaryngologists(ear specialists).

DR.GOTT

Murray Ledger & Times

TRAVEL AGENT
TOUR GUIDE
AIRLINE RESERVATIONIST

16. Home Furnishings

Start locally, full time/part
time. Train on live airline
computers. Home study and
resident traning. Financial
aid available. Job placement
assistance. National Hdqtrs.
Lighthouse Pt., FL.
TRA‘fl SCHOOL

BLACK vinyl hide a
bed couch, perfect
shape. Call after 3P.M.
759-1720.
QUEEN size waterbed;
windows, assorted sizes
for a greenhouse;
aluminum storm door
753-1700.
WESTINGHOUSE re
frigerator, $125. G.E.
range, $100. Call 171-2700.

800 327 7728
AccmdltedmerriberN.H.SC

By GARY LARSON

18. Sewing Machines
USED Singer sewing
machine, sews perfect,
fully guaranteed. Full
cash price, $29.50. Call
Martha Hopper
174-8015.

19. Farm Equipment
_ 30' WHEEL disc, 7 JD
-chisel plow 753-5463 or
753-0144.

NANCY

'RECEsSioN" frAENJ6
A DECLINE
&COMO/ALI ?

24. Miscellaneous
WONDERLAND,
28', 5th wheel camper.
1979 Chevrolet pick up,
32,000 miles. 12x60

SkOOT„,I 1P00604T

1 971

IT MEANT WE GOT
ikNORE RECEGS

house trailer. 759-1515.
1/5 CARAT diamond
earrings for sale. Prac
tically brand new. Call
Scott Wilson at 753 0586
3 PROM dresses, size 7
753-8019.
3 FROM dresses: 1 pink
with silver and pink
sequins. For informa
tion call Kim, 753-9866
60 YARDS used green
sculptured carpet 20
yards light blue carpet
Also, some pads $150
for all. 489 2704 after
6P.M

YOU KNOW,GARFIELP
MAYBE WE SHOULD SKIP
DESSERT TONIGHT
"Green blood? I hate green blood."

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

11121113322Min
BEETLE.

I'M GOOFING

OFF,
1iNHA-T
YOU 1310 PUMBSELL,
ARE 0.
YOU
9116
.1 WHAT PO YOU THINK
POI -J&
POIN64!

Pox
tiocref

I-TB MEAN TO
CONFUSE HIM LIKE
THAT, BEETLE

dla
AAllb
s

41;0

klth

4
4\4
At.

RERI-IAP5,1 SHOULD HAVE
wts.I2mEDIT FIRST

1 Pigpen
4 Thomas
Magnum, e
6 Energy
11 Salem IS its
capital
13 Showered
15 "Let it 16 Egg dishes
18 Fulfill
19 Forenoon
21 Support
22 Part of shoe
24 Antlered
animal
26 Frog
28 N Y
baseballer
29 Mary
Moore
31 Formally
precise
33 Ed's concern
34 Part of
HOMES
36 Send forth
38 Equally

Answer to Previous Puzzle

40 Church
service
42 Mistake
45 Possessive
pronoun
47 Mark left by
wound
19 Comfort
50 Chair
52 Jack-in-thepulpit
54 Mile abbr
55 Note of scale
56 Headache
pill
59 Sun god
61 Pass, as time
63 Kind of bomb
65 Narrow, flat
boards
66 French article
67 Peer Gynt's
mother

IBLAST

WE
AA
GR A

EAGLE

0
A

A

VDU KILLED TWO W4Alt3E51 IN
00t.I2 SLOOP'. '10ti WILL Go WITH THE5E
WARPIOR5.

90 113LIR COLONEL
0.4:RTY5 LAWYER
CAN CET 10L1 OFF?
NO,',CUR CRIMES

WERE HERE',IN
THE JUNGLE.

11.
iss.....v.ss.s***Ivssowlk.s.ww-.....ssAssaa,.

f.

0

A
HUNilPH 0
Y
YET
SO R T S
4 Brilliant
display
5 Indolent
6 Make ready
7 Grain
8 "Death -

DOWN

0
E
SA

14 Stupid
fellows
17 Aerial

SUN

Miscellaneous

BRAND new Kelvinator
stove, almond color, used
3 months. Spotless. $275
753-0571
FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667.
FIREWOOD for sale
Also, tree removing. 30
years experience. 436
2758 or 436-2562.
Seasoned
Oak. Delivered and
stacked or you pick-up
Charles Barnett 753
5476.
FIREWOOD, $25 a rick.
delivered. 474 8064.
FOR sale: Jamison
queen.size sofa sleeper,
$250; 2 Fairfield swivel
rockers, $150; Persian
rug, $50: coffee table,
$50. English riding
saddle, $400. All nearly
new. 759.4114.
FOR sale
Used
furniture couches,
chairs; beds; dressers,
chest; bedroom suites,
tables and chairs,
school desk; pots and
pans; dishes; used appliances; refrigerators.
ranges; washers
dryers; freezers; color
Tv's; blankets and
quilts. George Hodge
and Sons, Dixieland
Shopping Center,
Phone- 753-4669.
IBM electric typewri
ter, $100. Refinished
Columbia Victrola
1 50 . 7 59 1 96 5
8A.M.-3P.M. weekdays.
LARGE, large, large
selection of storage
buildings in stock for
immediate delivery.
Acree Portable
Buildings, Mayfield,
K y..502-247-7831.
LOTS of good little girls
clothes, size 1 through
4T. 753-5905 or 759-9527
after 5P.M.
MARTIN houses 6
room, $19.99; 12 room,
$29.99; 18 room, 544.99.
24 room, $59.99. 14'
telescoping pole $29 99
Wallin Hardware.
downtown, Paris, Tn.
PROM dress with hat
and hoop, 515. 753.9163
RUBBER bed mats for
ALL makes of pick-up
'trucks Stokes Tractor
753-1319.
SEARS suburban 12
horse riding mower, 42"
cut. Ford '75 7 horse
riding mower, 42" cut
Wagon, single axle,
shop made. Homelite
XL chain saw. Admiral
22,000 BTU air con
ditioner, window unit
15.1 cubic foot Kenmore
upright freezer. Used
rigidaire refrigerator
All priced to sell 436
5355.
SEASONED firewood,
$50 2 ricks, delivered
436-2778.
SERVICE all brands of
chain saws. Also, 3 and
4 wheelers. Stokes
Tractor, Industrial
Road.
THREE large dogwood
trees, will set out, $20
per tree
Phone
753-3315.
USED 55 gallon drums
very good condition
Stokes Tractor 753 1319.
VALLEY pool table,
coin operated. 753 9347
after 5P.M

FIREWOOD

25

26

26.
7117T1
screen
Zenith
T.V.
tore 11
31" 1
with c
tube, I
1914 C
2900.

27. No
1777r
good c
4510 or
1977
ROOM
759-475
TWIT
home,
lot wit
bedr00
lent col
sat. d
10x12
Locate
Flint C
641. Af

28. MO
7751r.

unfurn
furnitt
elect
dition
753-520

15751:1

Ky. 1
deposi
chase ,

1077

Home
16th
trailei
753-986

TA-TIT

ferent
Dill's
1577.

*F
MO
Ir
q't

LE
Sag
Best
L attic

81

*P11

30. 13

T-ECK

753-93f

ATTr

space
tral
peted,
side e
age ro
ing, r
$395 p
water
Collect

ma

Business Services

GET your tax refund
'aster! We're equipped
to transmit to IRS by
computer
Refunds
issued in average of 18
days last year! We can
transmit if I do the
preparation, you or
another preparer
Now
preparing individual,
farm, business and
partnerships. Call
Joyce Noel Tax Service
489 2440 for appoint
ment, information or
rates.
1 NCOME TAX
PREPARATION Joyce
Wright, Ernie Goodg
ion. 753'1089, 75.3 6251 bY
appointment. 26 years
combined experience.
MIKE Hodge's Tax
Service offering elec
ironic filing. Refunds
processed in average of
18 days 11 years ex
perience
Southside
Shopping Center. 759
1425

maneuver

20 Masculine
23 Printer's
1 Cry
measure
2 Pact
24 Ave relation
9 Half an em
3 Old pronoun
25 Microbe
10 Buy back
27 Coin
12 Proceed
equalling
5
10
4
9
9
7
6
10 cents
30 Inlets
13
32 Mud
11114
35 Avoids
UUUI
16
tri
37 English
streetcar
WI
III•
38 Passageway
21
22 Ill
39 Takes
NMI
unlawfully
2811 11 Hindu
II
ill
II
id
garment
29
43 God of the
underworld
36
11 Concerning
iirlidill
1111111
46 South
44
42
America
401141
abbr
45
18 Pastoral
47
51 Bark cloth
i
illm ill
53 Small amount
SO
52
54
57 Fast-flying
fil
=I
airplane
56 57
58 Japanese
MI
ill
drama
63
60 High card
111
62 Baseball
1
66
leag
IUUUU
III 64 Mother
WI

••••••••6•••••0••••••••11

A
A

UIUU

*eV

0
"111 0

A

IN 1111ill

Ini=ozma

IIS T A
CAN

24

TV -Radio

10 USED Zenith console &
portable color T V s star
ting at $35 Can 153 2900
after 5p m 753 5702
LEASE TO OWN 25"
console TV with remote,
$53 a month Murray
Rental 8. Sales 153 8201
LEASE TO OWN 19"
color TV, $28 a month
Murray Rental & Sales
753 8201
LEASE TO OWN WI*
eless remote VCR, $32 a
month Murray Rental
It Sales 753 8201
LEASE TO OWN- 126
watt stereo system,
only $53 per montf,
Murray Rental &
753 8201
RENT to own a VCri
from us in January or
February for $10 a week
and recieve 52 free
movie rentals Cali
753 7670 or 753 1663

RENT to own a TV
during January or
February, get a VCR
free for a week Call for
details 753 7670 or 153
4663

11
19(

P

Li
'a

$7,
Owl
15
mgle

21
/
2
wIlt
The
bull
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TV -Radio

30

Business

Rentals

projection
ZENITH 40
screen stereo T.V., $1,950
Zenith 35" stereo digital
On Court Square
T.V. with direct view plc
$150.00 a month.
tune tube, $2,595 Zenith
Deposit Required.
31" stereo digital T.V.
Call 753.191e.
with direct view picture
Ask for red Delaney.
tube, $1,695. Tucker TV.,
1914 Coldwater Rd., 753
2900.
SMALL building on
MSU Campus. $175 per
month. Call 753-2967.
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
space in
14x70 WINDSOR, very STORE
Shopping
good condition. Call 435 Southside
Center. 753 9386 or 753
4510 or 435 4568.
4509
1977- 14x70, 3 BED
ROOM, 2 bath. Phone
759-4754.
Warehouse/
1982 RIVER Oaks mobile
home, 14x65, on 2/3 acre
Storage Space
lot with several trees, 2
2 story
bedrooms, 1 bath, excel
(1 750 sq ft each)
lent condition City water,
sat. dish and receiver,
loading dock &
10x12 storage building.
garage door
Located on south end Old
entrance
off
right
Flint Church Rd.
641. After 5p.m. 4.37 444
Call

Building For Rent

Allison
Photography
753-8809

28. Mobile Homes for Rent
2 OR 3 BR, furnished or
unfurnished, some new
furniture, natural gas
electric, air con
ditioned. Shady Oaks
753-5209.
DOUBLE wide near
Ky. Lake, furnished,
deposit required. Put
chase option. 753-8964.
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park on North
16th Street now has
trailer lots for rent.
753-9866.
TRAILER for rent. Re
ferences please. Call
Dill's Trailer Court 759
1577.

od
20
e

HOUSE must have
basement, need by May
1 Call 753 4809
32

Apts for

Rent

COME JOIN
OUR TEAM

ce
it
Or

7
ce
by
rs

If you are willing tc put forth the effort,
we are willing to help you grow.

Registered Nurses
Full time & part time weekend
positions available, in a long term
care facility. Benefit package
included.
$12 PER HOUR
Send resume in confidence
P.O. Box 1040-C Murray, Ky 42071

Ix

Extension of
Feb. Sale

le
9

10% Off
G

I Mut an I • t• .111,

All retail items
If

• Redkin
• Scruples

OC

• Helen Curti-.
• Jessica

Ezell Beauty School
306 N 4th St
7 5 3-47 2 3

Lake Area Property
ir
a
at

11,

Near Hamlin and Chandler Park
V4 acre lot pining TVA waterfront Great building site overlooking the lake You can have this lake-tront lot for only
$7,995.00.
4 wooded acres on blacktop road less than a mile from lake
Only $2,250.00.
15 acres on Kirby Jennings Trail (blacktop road) Less than a
mile from lake Good building sites Mood at $7,495.00.

1Z
Dr
?lc

4 acres with 300 feet of lake frontage Level wooded land
1
2/
with many good building locations Reasonably priced
The above properties are restricted to permanent type
buildings with 1,200 so ft or more of Wing space
The above parcels can be financed with I% APR.

Call

and make an appointment
to see this lake area property.

753-7531

Ken Shores Estates
P0 Boil 656, Murray, KY - 1502) 753-7531

New House
For Sale

Notice

Sizes from 5X10 to 10X30
753-5562 If no answer
7534076, 753-0996

Pets-Supplies

ADORABLE AKC re
gistered Bassett puppies. Will hold until
Easter. 753-8448.
AKC Registered black
Labrador male puppies.
Price negotiable. Call
753-8441 or 821-1278 after
6P.M.
AKC registered yellow
Labrador Retriever
puppies. Call 474-8050.
AKC registered Golden
Retriever puppies. 753
4658.
4 1 . Public Sales

Stook
CowiM14waif. March 2

47.

Motorcycles

1979 YAMAHA XS ii
Special with tarring &
lowers. Needs riding.
$800. Call 489-2169.
1984 225DX Yamaha I
wheeler, blue, electric
start, shaft drive,
headlight and brush
guards, trailer hitch,
Wooly Booger tires,
super nice. $800. 7533648.
1985 HONDA 200X 3
wheeler, chrome
headlight and brake
cylinder guards, rawhide tires and more. $800.
753-3648.
1985 XR-100R Honda trail
bike, good condition, $600
492-8824.
1986 VIRAGO 1100,
showroom new, 1200
miles with extra
equipment. 753-47T19_
after 4:30P M.

1985 OLDS Cutlass
Salon, loaded, AM/FM
cassette, T-tops, console, dark blue with blue
interior, 1 owner, V-8,
39,000 miles. $9250. 753
0738 after 6P.M.
1985 OLDS Cutlass,
$7295. 435-4336.
1985 SUNBIRD, 2 door,
1 owner, low mileage,
AM/FM, air, PS, PB, 4
cylinder. $4800. 753-3778
or 527-3032 after 5P.M.
1986 BLACK Z-20
Camaro, loaded,
$10,000. 759-1953 after
5P.M.
1986 CUTLASS Ciera
Brougham, 9000 miles,
PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
AM/FM, tilt. $8900.
Extra sharp! 753-5279
after 5P.M.
1986 OLDS Regency
Brougham, 4 door,
white, blue vinyl top,
blue velour insides,
fully loaded with 17,000
actual miles, extra
sharp. 759-1543 or 7530509.

1980 850
Honda
14,000 miles,
new tires,
good condition.

LAKE lot 1.2 acres af
White Oak Grove Es
fates on old Hwy 119
near Shamrock Bay
901-593-5155.
LAKE property a f
bargain price. 8x38 2.
bedroom trailer on approx. 100'x150' lot Septic,
deepwell with pump,
storage building and
deck, near Bloodriver. $6,
000. 314,471-6163 days or
314 472 1675 after 6p m
Sale

BEDRDDAA house in
country (8 miles north
Will
on Hwy 1211
consider trade for nice
mobile home $8000
Call 753-9666.
BEDROOM, 2 bath
brick home near Ben
Phone 527 9932
ton
after 5P.M
sale 3 bedroom
home in country, about
12 miles east of Murray
Central gas heat and
air, good well Cali
753 5980
New house
FOR sale
located in Merrywood
Subdivision just off of
Benton Bypass to
Murray 3 bedrooms, 2
baths, double garage
with electric opener,
built ic bookcase, la,rge_
wood deck, plus over 800
sq ft of storage area
Call 527 9192 for
appointment

rop

a
I •
.

Carraway
Farms

Jim Day

753-3716

Dial-A-Service•

1

S

1.1.11•1

(Clip This_Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

(Formerly 01 91.110n)

New & Used
GM Executives &
Program Veen lcles

53. Services Offered

APPLIANCE REPAIR. LICENSED electrician, SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
Factory authorized for residential and corn
models Home & In
Tappan, Kelvinator and mercial. Air condition
Bag closing
Brown. Service on gas ing. Sales and service. dustrial
and electric ranges, Gas installation and machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 40 yrs
microwaves, dis
repair for natural and
experience. All work
hwashers, r e
LP Fred's Repair 753
guaranteed. Kenneth
Earl 7203.
frigerators, etc
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
MAX W. Parker,
Sttla, Ky.
5341.
Attorney at Law. For•
THORNTON Marble, met county attorney; SnETROCK finishing,
new or repair. 436-2811
certified marble man
former district judge.
WET BASEMENT. We
753-5719.
ufacturer.
St,
4th
N.
104
Office,
52 Boats-Motors
Murray, 753-3153; make wet basements
CONCRETE drive
dry. Work completely
1971 EBTIDE Bass boaf ways, patios, carpentry Home, 753-7900.
1 4', 1 9 7 1 • 5 0 H P and block work CALL MOBILE HOME guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
Evinrude motor, motor 502-492-8160
Specialist, Repair,
guide foot feet trolling EXPERIENCED leveling, underpinning, struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
motor, LCR 4,000 Low
roofs, floors, plumbing,
roofer. Free estimate
42001 or call 1-442-7026.
rence 60 locator 2
wiring, washing,
Cheap labor. 753-0222.
batteries, good condi
hurricane
759straps.
FENCE sales at Sears
55. Feed and Seed
tion. Price $2195. 247
now. Call Sears 753-2310 4850.
7695.
for free estimate for
NICE runabout 15'
QUALITY construction
The New N.K.
Glastron with 50HP your needs.
repairs and alterations
most
FOR
type
any
trailer.
motor, good
Stauffer Pride &
Free estimates. Call G
driveway white rock & A 436-2617.
753-9519.
N.K. $eed Corn
also, any type gravel,
RAMBO'S all appliance
dirt and sand call Roger
Also, Malta, Clover,
Also, installarepair.
53. Services Offered
Hudson, 753-4545 or tion. 25 years ex
0. Ores. and Timothy.
753-6763.
A-1 ENTERPRISE of
perience. 753-4663.
tering sales and service GENERAL repair, ROCKY COLSON Home
on natural & LP ap- plumbing, roofing, yard Repair. Roofing, bidIng,
pliances. Also, fireplace work, tree work and painting, plumbing,
repair. *Chimney wood $25 a rick. 436-2642 concrete. Free escleaning 'Masonry or 436-5895.
timates. Call 474-2307 or
'Damper *Bird screen GUTTERING by Sears. 753-6973.
121 IL Koala Rd
Sears continuous gut,
'Hoods. 436-5355.
SERVICE on all sewing
753-5522
ALL types of graver ters installed for your machines and vacuum
hauled. Also, slabs and specifications. Call cleaners. Best rates
mulch. Reasonable. 435- Sears 753-2310 for free around. Call 474-8015.
56 Free Column
estimate.
4291, 437-4402 or 753-0467.
APPIANCE repair on HAMILTON Cultured WILL do plumbing in- DOR
is giving
electric ranges; re- marble and tile. 643 Old stallation & repairs. All away 4 puppies. You
frigerators; freezers; Benton Rd. 753-9400.
guaranteed. Free es- have to give them a
washer and dryers; etc
INBOARD and out , timates. Phone 492-8899 good home, get yours
"Where others fail we board repairs. Do set
or 753-1308.
now. 1616 Kirkwood
repair" For parts and vice calls. Pontoon de
WILL remove all junk Drive, 753-3141. They're
service call George livery to and from lake. cars. 753-5562.
very cute!
Hodge and Son' Pontoon flooring and
7534669.
repair. Summerizing.
436-2587.
APPLIANCE
INSULATION blown in
SERVICE. Kenmore, by Sears. TVA apWestinghouse, proved. Save on those
Whirlpool. 27 years high heating and coolCustom kitchen
experience. Parts and ing bills. Call Sears
Cabinet..
service. Bobby Hopper, 753-2310 for free
AN Types Of
Bob's Appliance Ser
estimate.
•
vice, 202 S. 5th St
Custom Woodworking
Business 753-4872, 4365848 (home).
LEE'S CARPET
Painting &
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
CLEANING. For all
•Drop by IA bon our showroom
Paper Hanging
your carpet & upholsti
409 SUNBURY - MURRAY - iSehind Donny emeit
t
ery cleaning. For a free
estimate call 753-5827
4***********************
Satisfied references.

Froddho Poe
Chew* Oldsmobile,
CA*,Inc. ot
Pens, TN

53, Services Offered

Services Offered

53

Campers

Fulloo)

84 NISSAN Maxima, 4
door, silver, 6 cyl. very
clean. $7,000. Call
After 4:00 PM
753-1266. after 5p.m. 7533493.
custom
650 HONDA
motorcycle, only 3000 NEW information!
4x45 seized
original miles, excellent Jeeps, cars,
in drug raids. Buy from
condition 362-6351.
$100. Call for facts
12-1051 ext
today. (602) 8,
4 9 . Used Cars
1323.
1972 FORD Galaxy, RED 1983 Z-28 Camaro
loaded, new tires, very Red interior, T tops, 305
nice. 753-7907.
motor with crossfire
1973 GRAND Prix, $500. injection
Loaded up
Rabbit
Volkswagon
1978
with equipment. 753Fl., $700. 759 138,
4
7242 or 753-8944 after
1976 DELTA 88 Olds. P.S. 6P.M.
P.B., AM/FM radio. De RED HOT bargains!
pendable. $800. 753-6211 Drug dealers' cars,
after 5p.m.
boats, planes repo'd.
1976 DELTA 88 Royale Surplus Your area.
Oldsmobile, real nice
Buyers guide
Call anytime 753-8014.
(1)805 687 6000 Ext. S
1977 CADILLAC Sedan 8155
Deville, local car, A-)
1980 Bon
condition
FOR SALE
neville Brougham
$1000 CARS
Coupe, local car, extra
Geed weed
clean. 436-2427.
inexpensive care!
1977 MONTE Carlo,
Call
power & air, AM/FM
Rieke Vinyl Roofs
ex
tires,
new
cassette,
tor inkreeellon
cellent condition inside &
753-9872
Un
out, $1095. See at
iversity Gulf, 16th &
Chestnut.
Used Trucks
50
1978 MONTE Carlo, 196.5
1972
CHEVY pick up,
1 ton Ford truck. 753
late model motor, extra
1977.
1979 DATSUN 280 I, sharp $2900. Call after
6P.M. 759-4582.
silver, excellent condi
1975 FORD 150, tool box,
tion $2800 or best offer
radials, blue and white.
762-3723.
1979 FORD LTD, 753-3402.
1976 CHEVY van, Sporloaded, $1900. 753 964.4
1979 T-BIRD, 58,008 tsman model, PS, PB,
actual miles, 351W, AT, AC, 350 V 8, trailer
PS, PB, AC, tilt, cruise, pack 901 232 8333 after
5P.M.
5 factory finned alum
1978 CHEVROLET
wheels. 51750. 75.3 3648.
1980 BUICK Century Scottsdale, extra nice,
wagon, 1 owner, air short wheel base,
conditioner, power automatic with air, low
mileage 753 7718 after
locks, cruise, inter
mittent wipers, rear 430P.M.
widow defog, $1600 1983 JEEP Scrambler,
26,000 miles, new tires
437 4848
1980 PONTIAC Phoenix, $5500 Can be seen at 413
4 door, white with blue S. 9th St or phone
cloth interior, 60,xxx 759 1336.
miles, automatic, 1985 FORD Ranger
power and air, pickup Call 492 8566.
AM/FM, very good 1985 5 10 BLAZER,
condition $1295 Cali extra sharp Call after
.4419 2733 anytime.
5P.M. 753-7251
1981 FORD Escort for 1987 NISSAN Pathfin
parts 753 4022 leave der XE V6, 4x4, excel
message and phone lent condition, AC,
number
cruise, tilt, automatic
514,500 489 2757
1981 MONTE Carlo
Moon roof, power win FOR sale or take over
dows, AM/FM cass
payments 1987 Dodge
ette, tilt wheel, very Dakota mid size truck,
700 miles, p.s., p.b., air, 4
good condition. 753 2556
speed with overdrive 753
1982 OLDS Torando
7603 or 491 8241
753 6308

759-1959

APPROXIMATELY 1
1/2 acres of lakefront
on main body of lake
An excellent, wooded
building site. Southeast
of Murray near Hamlin
and Chandler Park. Ken
Shores Estates, P.O.
Box 656, Murray, KY
(502)753-7531.
kOPPERUD Realty
offers a complete range
of Real Estate services
with a wide selection of
quality homes, all
prices. 753-1222, toll free
1 800 251 HOME Ext
711L for courteous,
competent Real Estate
service. We make buy
ing & selling Real
Estate easy for you.
BOB Haley says: I've
got buyers I need
sellers. List your property with me. Call me
at 489-2266 or Roberts
Realty 753-1651.

(Formerly of Altoray

001 -04111-41111100
Hwy. 711 W. - Parts

CALL:

43.Real Estate

51

)1 FOOT Century Cam
per, full sized refrigera
tor, stove, sink, double
bed & shower, 51800. 753
6399 or 753-9525.
MOTORHOME small
Champion Bantum, low
miles, fully equipped.
Also, home humidifier
console automatic, $50
474-8861

--Dan Taylor

Farm
Livestock
Company
Maytkold, Ky.
147-13112

At

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET INC
502-753.2617

753-8343

2 P.M.

Homes for

Retil Frtttlt Ca/.110

Bruce Green
Building
Contractors Inc.

160-200 cow.& °shrew
Moro consIgnmont•
ex pootod

46

Need An Extra Car
For A Few Days'
)

Now through April I st wit aro
offering s special nits of 5%
over coot on any now residon•
WI or comnisrcisl construction
over $40,060.
I/ you we Interested In
building "now" take adisrelsgs
of thls WNW offor.

37. Livestock-Supplies

38

Used Cars

GOV T seized homes 1983 CHYSLER Fifth
from $1 (U repair) Avenue, excellent con
foreclosures & tax de
dition, fully equipped,
linquent homes. For leather interior, 61,000
current repo list call miles, 1 owner Cali
(refundable) 1-518 459
753-3249.
3546 Ext 11-973 2411rs
1983 CUTLASS Supreme
1N Canterbury Estates
Brougham, local one
3 bedroom, 2 bath, great owner, extra nice. 753
room and fenced back
2228.
yard. Call 753 4801 after 1983 TOYOTA, 50,000
3P.M.
miles, air conditioner
SMALL 2 bedroom $3200. 492-8884.
house close to campus, 1984 FIERO, AM/FM
gas furnace, new vinyl stereo, automatic, sun
siding. $20,000. For roof, cruise, white. As•
more information call king $5300. 759-1030
753-5990
after 5.30P.M.
1984 OLDSMOBILE 90
Regency, 50,xxx miles,
charcoal grey with
vinyl top. 753-7123 after
5P.M.
App 1800 sq ti under roof,
1984 RENAULT Ancore
bedrooms, 2 full baths. 2 car
LS, 2 door, PS, PB, AC,
garage, central heat and air,
AM/FM cassette, low
city water. sewer, and
mileage, $3250. Call
natural gas Reduced after 5:30P.M. 436-2165.
MAO,Serious buyers only,
please
1984 T-BIRD, 8 cylinder,
excellent condition. Call
Bruce Green
753-2392 after 5P.M.
85 CHEVROLET
Building
23,000 miles,
Contractors inc. Celebrity,
PW, PS, PB, AT, AC,
AM/FM, tilt. Extra
753-8343
nice! $7000. Call after
5P.M. 753-5279.

Spring Spacial

REGISTERED Polled
Hereford bull, 4 years
old. Call 753-2913.
REGISTERED Polled
Hereford bulls also
cows with calves. Rex
Robinson 9012475487
Puryear, Tn.
SIMMENTAL and
Simbrah bulls. Per
formance & semen
tested. Excellent qual
$650 & up. Cadiz,
i
Ky 522-8794.

49

Sale

Hwy. 121 South

44. Lots for Sale

IS
of

Ut

Key Mini-

Homes for

46

Warehouses

WE OFFER:
@Guaranteed starting salary
•Unlimited career opportunities
@Bonus incentive plan
@Comprehensive health accident and
group life insurance
•Paid vacations

e.
42

Rent

BEDROOM, 2 bath
brick in county. Living
room with fireplace,
kitchen/dining corn
bination with stove,
refrigerator and dis
hwasher. Central heat
and air. Call 753-7128.
TO lease: beautiful 3 bedroom, 2 bath, brick
house in Panorama
Shores. Fireplace and
many other extras. Call
901479-2604 after 4p.m.

Captain D's is seeking
management trainees with a willingness
to work hard, to learn, and grow.

iS

ed
by
cis
18
an
he
r
)141
,
Cl

Houses for
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315. For Rent or Lease

_

-81
nd
e
at

Rent

MUR-Cal apts. NO,'
thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR.
Now renting. Equal
Housing Opportunity.
759-4984.
NICE 2 BR apt , 3 miles
east of town. $215 per
month. Water furnished
No pets. Call 753 8848
before 8p.m.
TAKING applications
for Section 8. Rent
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
Apply Hilldale
BR
Apts., Hardin, Ky
Equal Housing
Opportunity.

31. Want to Rent

1 BEDROOM apart
ment, 1/4 mile from
Campus Water Paid.
No pets. No children.
$155 per month.
753-5980.
1 BEDROOM efficiency
apartment for boys,
partial utilities paid. No
pets. Phone after 5P.M.
*Four Star* 753-9741.
1 BEDROOM apartMOBILE HOME
ment, located at 1628
REPAIR
Miller. $120 rent and
Interior & Exterior
deposit. Call before
Doors. Windows
5P.M. 753-3415.
Vinyl Skirting. Gutters
1 OR 2 bedroom aparInstalled
tments, rent starts at
Leveling plumbing
$144, water included.
sagged roots & floors
Murray Manor Ltd. call
repaired
753-8668 from
Best prices, quality results
Lattice Decks from '260
9A.M. 3P.M., Monday
"Foca:re Experience
through Friday. Equal
Butlding & Servicing
Housing Opportunity.
Moans Nantes
3 BEDROOM apart
*PHONE 1502092440 *
ment, refrigerator,
dishwasher, stove,
30. Business Rentals
garbage disposal in
Northwood. $245 per
4 BAY clean up shop
month. 759-4406.
753-9386 or 753-4509.
ATTRACTIVE office DUPLEX, 2 bedroom,
space at 715 S. 12th, cen central heat and air,
tral heating and air, car quiet residential area,
peted, paneled, front and $250 monthly. 753-8096.
side entrance, nice stor FURNISHED apart
ments, 1 or 2 bedrooms.
age room, plenty of park
No children. No pets.
ing, near Bel-Air mall
$395 per month including Zimmerman Apartwater. 1-442-31314--.941-..ments, South 16th St...
753-6609
collect Paducah.

?d

Apts for

32

Miil erray Ledger & Times

911

•
•
Polka

'S'oe
W'44
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky

Murray Home & Auto
Phone
gya
=
753 2571
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••
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1111•1111 • MI 7

Toone end Corrior denier
Sec miss und soryko In Mummy
mond Colloynny County
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753-5131

.......

753_8181

801 Chestnut

-....•........7
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.
••••
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•
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Greg's Vinyl Tops
i

Poison Control
753-7588

753-9841

Centric Dr off 641 N
(Behind old Boston Ti. Pertyl
M F 8-5
convertible tops
•
•Pin stripes •Stick on body side molding
•Luggage racks •Truck rails and tailgate guards

•Simulatod

BACKHOE SERVICE & SEPTIC
TANK INSTALLATION

Calloway County Rescue Squad

Ditching - Sower Repair
Septic Tank Repair
753-6156
Gan* Stompley

753-6952

RENTAL SAM

Your Ad Could Be Here

.
.

CENTER
u

111 ./o

Rent the tools you need.
211 Main
753-8201
Murray. Made Windows - Siding-Fencing
Downspouts & Gutters - Shutters
Aluminum Siding - Soler Screens
Call Us Today!
Zjilflillt 41APot 6 ISMX MTN
7330407

121 By-Pails

MICHELIN
mos
REAM SO MUM tS

sarAMM
- -----753-1489

. ..
,
-

(NW/40

..,tr.-5,..#A,,

CARROLL

753.1916
Hill Electric
24 Hour Service
Commercial
Industrial
Residential
753-9562

Neale Backhoi Servic
Call after 5 p.m.
489-2470

Spouse Abuse

Tire & Wheal Alignment, Inc.

i
s

•Compuorimo4WheelAllrwnnt

--'‘

•1 141406,4
•CettvIbtftri144 Vitt4
Murray, Ky.
1103 Pogue

Hot-Line & Safe-House
24 Hour Crisis Line 759-4050
,Also dating violence
lb

To place your ad in the Dial-A-Service
call: 753-1916
Monday-Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m. Saturday 8 am.-12 p.
41.
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MSU Cinema International film schedule released
Center theater include the
following:
—"Alsino and the Condor," a
1983 Nicaraguan film directed by
Miguel Littin, On March 3.
—"Henry V," a 1944 British film
directed by Sir Laurence Olivier,
on March 10.
—"Smiles of a Summer Night,"

Films from Nicaragua, Great
Britain, Sweden and the United
States are on the schedule for the
Cinema International series at
Murray State University in
March.
Open to the public at no admission charge, the showings at 7:30
p.m. on Thursdays in the Curris

a 1955 Swedish film directed by Ingmar Bergman, on March 24.
—"Destry Rides Again," a 1939
American film directed by George
Marshall, on March 31.
Nicaragua's feature film debut,
"Alsino and the Condor" functions
as a parable about revolutionary
struggle in Central America.

lot of questions, particulary about
who's responsible for what parts
of telephone service. We want to
answer those questions and clear
up any confusion our senior
citizens might have about their
telephone service."
Tucker said South Central Bell's
speakers will cover such topics as
customer bills and rates,
telephone safety, repair service
and how to handle nuisance calls.
"In addition our speakers will
distribute a new booklet —

Telephone Q's & A's for Senior
Citizens — to use as a handy
reference source."
Tucker said South Central Bell's
speakers are volunteers from all
deparments in the telephone company. Their service is free. Senior
citizen groups interested in
scheduling a South Central Bell
speaker should call the number
listed for ''Programs and
Speeches" on page 2 of the
Customer Guide section of their
telephone directory.

straps on his guns and goes after
local corruption. It is filled with
romance, suspense, laughs and
good music.
The Cinema International film
series at Murray State is supported by the Center for International Programs, the University
Center Board, the College of
Humanistic Studies and the
Department of English, Foreign
Languages and History.

Comedy at Cannes, has been
described as "halfway between
Shakespeare and the Marx
brother." It is a rollicking comedy
about a weekend of confused
mate-swapping at a country estate
in the late 1800s.
James Stewart and Marlene
Dietrich star in "Destry Rides
Again," a western musical comedy about a mild-mannered sheriff
who finally hitches up his pants,

Bel-Air Laundry—
& Dry Cleaners

South Central Bell has program for senior citizens
South Central Bell's volunteer
speakers have a program for
senior citizens groups in the Murray/Calloway County area to help
them better understand their
telephone service.
"We want to clear up any questions our customers might have
concerning how to do business
with us and their telephone service
in general," said Dwane Tucker,
manager for South Central Bell.
"With the introduction of new
services and choices, there are a

Alsino, a child character from
Chilean Pedro Prodo's novel,
dreams of flying — a feat which is
symbolic of achieving freedom.
Olivier's Shakespeare-on-film
production is a historical play as
seen in performance at the Globe
Theatre in 1603. "Henry V" is sturdy in its stylization and convincing
in its battle scenes.
"Smiles of a Smmer Night"
which won the Grand Prix for

Dwain

Taylor

i••••••. .•C'001 C4•00••,•01.

Keep Theur.i GM 'tilt,' V.,th Genuux

Alterations & Winter Storage

her
,

Trousers, Skirts,
Sweaters, Sportcoats
(Pleats Extra)

************
1986 Lincoln Town Car, silver

$1 5°

loadea w equipment

Loch
Suits, (Plain) Dresses,
Long Coats (Pleats Extra)

*2.50 Each
Expires 3-5-88

Murray Supply's

33rd

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

Bel-Air Shopping Center
753-5242

evro et, Inc.

C

:
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While Supplies Last

VFW

Thank You for allowing us to serve you for 33 years
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Padded

4..5
ft
.7
Aluminum

..•..,

Toilet

,,

1113.101

/,

$1

Rake, Hoe or
Shovel

Update ycxx bathroom econorrioally.
The dial-on hinge installs in seconds.
Available in o variety of decorator colors.

Reg. 39.74
;.

$733

Reg.

933

----(. ..e_

4C/4
Reg.
$6.49

xx

33%

2 for

-- 7----. Kelly
1011110 f -- ...--Erii... ,.,e,
New Shipment Contractor
.... ,
Wheelbarrow
o{
i

Reg. 119.95

$1 1 4633

Wheel Barrow
in the box

'

4.

4 Foot
Bluegrass

MAKER

.'

Design
• With "Keep-Hor

1 9933

•Elec

L-_______

;_

$
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,4
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Reg. 19.99
$
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E3argain
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y2 Price

muRRAy SUPPLY COMPANY.
753-3361
--
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All Items
On The

Special Purchase

•Dual Burner
Ignition
•Timer, Tank
•Shelves

• Big 30-quart capacity

1 533

1

,

Turco Gas Grill

L----.

•

$1

Reg. 22.95

THE FAMILY-SIZE
PICNIC BASKET
'
IT PACKS
A LOT OF FUN.
• Hinged seat-top lid
• Sturtly. no-pinch handles
Extra -thick insulation
• Drain plug for easy cleaning
• Full 6-year warranty Details
available upon requeSt

I

1 533

The Gott• Picnic 30 Cooler

Reg.
'33.19

t

$

s....
u„,. ,

Telephone

Model Dl Al0
A, B & C Classified
Reg. 18.33

Irrawil

Aluminum
Level

• Space-Saving

Fire
Extinguisher

II
116.1

..

., COFFEE

--- —

.i

i1
/
4

1533 . _:_-_-_-:-*.- • Attractive Carafe

Now

I\--

1 9'

12 CUP

Reg. 25.84

Webcor

•Is

#2706, 036 Reg. 1,498.47

ti

15933

Volk

..-----.::"--f-r-rz: Kerosene
..,:14, Heater

Fyr-Fyter

,
. 41 ,r11
1
/N
/

Reg. $179.95

•• • a

i
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7::Ig 10,000 BTU
-.-_ _- —.-----Crestline
:,.--___.
—.. __

Whirlpool

--si-s,,,Is5333

'

- -

33

A

-Heats a 20 X 20 Room

HARDWARE
-‘----7,--

$1

2.33

_______
%
r
:
,-......—

%.
4 \

NEW REVOLUTIONARY
' :.-:
HEATER!
THE DIFFERENCE IS IN
THE DISC!
-Warm Rooms and
people but stays
cool to the touch
—'
=
11411MOSIAT
5 Y Gar Warranty
MONO!"
r ler
cermet
-U.S. Average cost ,
-only se. p.r day! '
-Light. portable clean and odorless
-Smaller than a 6 inch cube and weighs only 6
pounds
.-Actually cleans the air it circulates
•1 500 watts of power. 5200 BTU's

1f

Colors

American Standard

Limit 1
Per
Customer

iW

disc furnace"
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Elmer's Siliconized Latex Caulking

933
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Assorted Reg.

Kordito
Freezer Bags

All Case Knives

$433
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Your Choice
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